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An existing social pTOblem frequently initiates analytical research in
the problem area.

The research is undertaken to contribute in

ever slight, to the solution of the problem.

Stile

way t how-

In our age of technological and

scientific advance we are beyond the stage of simple solution. Advances in
every field depend on the several contributions of spedalized nsean:h.
Any careful researcb c:oncemed with a particular social group in any

culture will, therefore, contribute toward the understanding of that group
itself, its interactions, and its relationships with the entin culturecomplex.

It is

t.~e

\'Il'iter's hope that the present study will be of such a

nature.
The present day controversy over federal aid to privato school education

gives rise to several considerations. One such Is the advantage, hypothetical
or real, claimed by those who dloosc private school education.

Though the

reuons for pre£-erence cannot always be specified in detail, general notions

are clear. Roman Catholics, for example t generally send their children to
Roman Catholic schools for the puTpOIBes of instruction in their religion and
moral behavior in addition to the fulfillDDnt of basic state academic require-

ments. 1b.ough individuals may have other reasons for preferring RCDan Catholic
private school education, most of those reasons could be s\ilsUDed under the
general notion of instruction in faith and morals.

Should the attaimllmt of

Ix
these educational goals not in fact be realized, RcJaan Catholic educators and
parents might feel obliged to reconsider their preference.

'lbe present study concerns an analysis of the existence of certain
moral value.. attitudes in a segment of Ralan Catholic students of a private
Roman Catholic high school when compared with Raaan Catholic and non-Catholic

students of a nearby public high school.
The writer is grateful to the administrators and faeul.ties of the two
smject schools for t.'1eir cooperation in making this report possible; to his
di rector, Dr. Paul Mundy,
m:m:}r

fOT

supervising the research and wrl tten report with

helpful suggestions; to Dr. Marcel Predericks and Dr. Joseph P. Mundi for

reading the final copy; to Mr. :0. V. Hall, NT. (;erald Slatin and the members of
the Indiana University computing conter fol" their generous assistance in data
processing; to the prl.ndpal and faculty of the school \Bed in the pTe-test
and, finally, to the several frlends whose criticism and encouragement provad
to be invaluable.

0tAP'I"BR I

INTROOOCTION
1here were times during the years preceding this study when the WTi tel'
was not altogether satisfied that American Catholic high schools were achieving
S(1118

of the goals set for tbemselws.

Specifically, the writer was interested

in certain values and attitudes emeed by students in daily f'o:la1 and informal social situations.

These value.. attitudes were not always those which

would agree with the aims and

pu1ipOSe5

of American Catholic education.

Several questions presented. theasel'Y8S: 1) What are the attitudes of
Roman Catholic high school students toward certain values of their Cum:h and

country? 2) Do these attitudes differ fnll those of students their own age in
public high schools? 3) Is there similarity of attituckt . . . Raun Catholic
students in ptt,lic and private high schools?
To answer these questions adequately would haft taken research beyond
the limits of the writer's time.

It was detel'llined, therefore, to narrow the

scope to study a sample of male students in two high schools--one a private
Roman Catholic school and the other a p\i)lic school.

It was further decided

that these schools should be as nearly the same in geographic and socioecanomic lew I as possible.
The factor of fonnal 1'8ligious education in the private school was noted
as a variable to be taken into account in
I

&rtf

analysis of the data.

2

nm PROBI.Jt.f OP CDNCEPruALlZATI<Il
111e terms are understood as explained below:
1) Calparatiw Analysis. 'nle analysis was made from. data gathered by
means of questionnaire and must be understood in terms of the data limitatims •
•
A canparuon was made between the responses of the two s'lbject schools.
2) Val..

Though definitions of val. abound, one of the lIlOSt satis-

fying definitions to the present writer is that of·R.adhakaI1a1 Mubrjee.

He

defines values as "socially approved· desires and goals that are internalized
through the process of condi. tioning, leaming, or socializatiCll and that become subjective preferences. standards and aspirations. ,,1
. The present thesis seeks to determine these preferenees, standards and

aspiratims as indieated in responses to statements of a civic, social and
moral nature.

'the thesis also investigates occupational and life-goal aspira-

tions.

3) Male -.Studen.;;.,;.
;. ; ; . ;..;,;;;,;;ts;;;. ._ 'lbe male students tested ranged in age 11'OIl thirteen
to eighteen and were enrolled in one or other of the four ac:a.deJR1c years at

one of the two schools tested.

Not all students were tested, but a Sllq)le

taken frca the total enrollment of each school. This sample is discussed in

Cllapter Two.
4)

!!!E. Schools.

Olapter II discussed in detail the high schools from.

which the respcndents to the questionnai:.re _1'8 chosen.
located in wealthy suburbs of

ttJ.,ake

Both schools are

City" (a pseudonym employed tbrouallout

ll3m.ory S. Bogardus, ''Mukerjeeand Social Values. n Sed.ol!Jl and Social
Research, XLII (March-April, 1958), 289. For a more thoroiijli appreai'tlCll of
MUkirJee's definition the reader will enjoy Professor Bogardus' presentation
of the theoJy of values within a more general theory of society.

3
this study to designate the locality where the study wtW made).

1he schools

are cauparable in many respects and might be generally classified

8$

at leut

approaching the cauprehensive high school of James CCmant. 2
One school is a private institution for boys run by a religious order

of priests.

The religious factor seems to be a variable to be taken into con-

sideration in the study.

SURVEY OP LITBRATURB
Similar research has been carried GUt in the area of the present thesis.
Mally of these studies have been concerned with specific areas which have been

covered in this thesis by one or more of the valw statellmts frem the questionnaire..

Of such a nature are the studies of Bal'bour, 3 YcCulloch, 4 and

Staley.S
Most similar to the present study are the studies of Crowley and Magee6

2James Btyant Conant, 1be _ncaa
Hill, 1959).
---

!!!I!!. School T~

(New York: McGraw..

lsr. Jane Marie Barbour, C.D.P .. , nA Ccm;>aratiw Study of the International Attitudes of Pupils in Catholic Seeondaty Schools" (unpublished M.A.
'thesis, Dept. of Sociology, Catholic University of America, 1943).

4Brlan A. McCulloch, O.Cant., t'11le Attitude of Catholic H1&h School
Students Towat'd the Negro in the Light of the Olurdlts Teaching" (UIlp1i>llshed
M.A. 1hesis. Dept. of Sociology. Catholic University of Allerica.1943).
SSr. M. Ignatius Staley, I .B. V.14., nAn Inquby into the Absence of
Moral Advertence in a Sample of Catholic High School Students with Specific
Focus Upon Racial Prejudice" (wpti>lished M.A. Thesis, Dept. of Sociology t
Uniwrsity of O1icago, 1961).

Len,

6J. J. Crowley and Pauline C. Magee. 'lbe Iaediate and
Range Goals
of Male
School Seniors and Colle&!( Fres~n, Tedliiica'!""'Report 'fl";'f1lfice
0l1ra.Vi1 seatal, to'iitract !Gir. 88001) (NiW York: Fordham University
School of Education. July t 1957).

Hiee

and Remmers and Radlel'. 7
Crowley and Magee examined the immediate. inte1'lftediate, and long-nmge

goals, obstacles and aids to those goals of male h:f.gh sc-hool seniors and
college freshmen.

Th.e study attempted to see whethel' there are differences

among stated goals, obstacles and means when the subjects were classified

according to five variables (intellectual ability, sodo-economic level,. im...
mediate expected future, educational level, and type of high schooll" The
practicAl purpose of their study was to obtain data which could be of sane use
in dealing with recruitment and re-enlistment pTOblems in the Armed Forces.

"It was hoped that the smjects of the study. in revealing their goals, would
provide 1niorution which would be useful to the Armed Porces in making re-

enlistment more attractiw as a means of attaining the stated goals. u8
The pftSent study also includes items concerning the bnediate and 1011,range goals of its subjects as well

85

obstacles and aids to goal fulfillment.

1he purposes of this were: fi1'St, to ~are the findings of this study with

those of Crt'lfley' s and, second. to

~are

the findings in this area with

value-attitude statements in an attempt to gain a more detailed picture of the
respondents.
Crowley found that the goals of his subjects

•••were not moneta:ry, glSJllOt'OUS, or selfish. 'lbe goals were
strikina evidence of a wholescne outlook on life t contrary to
much cunent publicity. The concern of these subjects for their
own pel'fection as hUllan beings t the nc:ognition of their own

'H. H. . . . .n and D. H. Racller.
Babbs-Merrill t 1957).

8crawley

and Magee,

:!!!!. American T!!!!y!l'

!£. cit. p. 1.
t

(New York:

5
~rfeetions and the desire to perform in a superior fashion
their nomal sodal function f and tl"teir apparent re~gnit'on
of prrr means of accomplishment, all speak eloquently for
them.

In 1957 H. H. Remmers and D. H. Radler pnmented a

~rehen.4Jive

ture of the "typical teenager" in their book, ~ ~~. !..~!.

pie-

'nlis is

a report by Radler on the studies done over a period of fifteen years by
Remmers and a group of soda! scientists at Purdue Uni.versi ty.

This

tepOTt

analyzes the attitudes of teenagers eonceming many aspects of their lives.
The cmelusions reached by the authors that the American teenager is a
confused individual seem justified by their statistics.

'the serles of studies

compiled in this report represents a milestone in nseatth inqtdry on the
adolescent years..

Dr. Realel'S obviously indicts the adult world for lIltICh of

the teenager's conflmion.
Item 50 of the questionnaiTe (conceming the person of gftatest influence in tho student's life) was prcapted by a

s~at

contro\'enial study

reported by Philip B. Jacob. IO Among other findings, Jacob reports as e~ow
certain views of teacher and curricu1m influence

til

the student.

AI though

.Jacob IS study was performed on a far more c:anprehenrive scale and among college
students, it offers some basis of

~SGft

with the responses of the smjects

of the present questionnaire.

nmurflCAL tDNSIDBRAnONS
Helbert A. Smith and Lawrence L. PeJmy haw presented an interesting

9Ibid., p. 70.

1951).

10pJu1ip B. Jacob,

Outnainl Values

!!!. Colle&!

(New York: Harper and Bros.

summary of the lim! ted 5tudies concern,ing the relation of soclo-economlc status
to educational opportunity:
Research devoted to a careful analysis of the influence of
socio-economic status as educational appoTtlmitles is meager.
Nevertheless, the limited studies that haw been conducted
suggest that suell imiluence may be porvasive. Sane evidence
is available that offers objective confimation to what one
:lIlight have nnticipa.ted- -namely, that "social caupetence" is
related to faetors which are indices of soeio-ec::on.omie status.
According to Goldenstein, "social canpetence" embraces the
following points: belief in and loyalty to the ideals of
democracy; competence in relationships wi t'1 others, including
being an effective member of one's family, COIIftUI1i ty, and
country; desire for the exte1l$ion of bUlUm rights to all
people everywhere; competence in matters of persCllal and
public health;· effective ill produeel" and consumer capacities 1
including wise management of personal finances; shility in
use of the reading, listening, and discussion skills essential to social and cine: action. _anmess of cunent issues
and problems; ability to thin!<: erlticillyand objectively,
to reach conclusions, and to make one's own declsiCllS.ll

Another study 1'8pOrted by SId th ad Penny indicated that the educational
level attained by the father is among the soclo-econondc factors significantly
related to the achievement of selected college students of equal ability.12
The group tested consisted of the upper and lower ten per cent in ability of
the freshman class at a major university.

1fhere one considers that significant differences at'e found
under these conditions, it seems even mot'e remarkable that
sane evidence of the operation of such influences is still

llHerbert A. adth and Lawrence L. Penny. 'tp..ducatianal Opportunity as a
Function of Socia- Economic Status, fI School and Socl~, LXXXVII (September 12,
1959). 342. 11leir :reference is to E. R. COLlinstein, \'Relationships Between
Some Aspects of Social Competence and Ptt>il Background Pt1Ct9'f!S" (mpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. Place not given.).
.
12D. B. YO<."lIn andK. E. Anderson, "Kansas Studies in Education, U VIII,
34 (Novenber, 1951). As quoted in ~. !!!.. in footnote 11.

7
apparent at this level. It raises the general Q\8stion of
the extent and intensity of the operation of such influences
throughout the period of formal education. It is almost certainly tnJe that the Gpel"8.tion of socio-economic factors al"
ready had eliminated lame numbers of young men and wunen from
attendance at college .13
Difterenees in perfoaance by the subjects of the eave-reported study
began to disappear after the first year of college. The Saith and Penny report

suggests two possible explaDations for this: either social matmityOT that
"the end of a long process of elimnation of incli:riduals on socio-ec:onoedc

criteria haA finally been acccaplished. "14

On such as the eave-mentioned criteria, succ:ess in studies might be
predicted for the student who rewals a high soclo..eeonamic 1••1 in response
to the ql8Stionnaire.

It seems that increasingly greater success miJhtbe pre-

dicted in proportion to the high educational level of the parents, lack of
obstacles in choice of career, and the choice of a major institution of higher
leami.ng.
to families

"It is obvious that uny 'name· colleges aft relati.ly mavailable

who do not have at least upper middl....class incaaes. "IS

A further nrport in the Snith and Penny artiele dealt specifically with
high school students: "Lehman deItonstrated that ac:hiewment and impl"OWllmlt in
algebra over one school year were positively and significantly t'elated to a

socio.. econClldc _asure. ,,16

--

l3anth and Penny, loc. cit.

-

14Ibid.
l5Ibid.

-

16Ibid., quoting J. W. Lehman, "Socio-Econcmic Status IS a Pactor
AffectingAaile. .nt in Elementary Algebran (unpublished M.A. 1besis t Dept.
of Sociology, Urd:versity of Nebraska, 1951).

8
As indicated in the report, these studies are "tantalizing and sugps-

ti yen but have been few and conducted on a small scale.
sanewhat hypothetical.

As such they remain

Nonetheless, nit seems very probabl, that such crucial

non-educative factors as family incme, parental aspirations, patental educatiOi ,
geography, 1'8ligion, ethnic group, and race are at work in determining who will
succeed well and continue through and beyond bigh school. tt11

One of the JIOre intriguing areas of sociology is the study of class in

our soc:iety. "In the continuing search for UDders tanding and methods of interpretation of man's inte1'p8rsonal telations with his fellow men, the twin COIl'"
cepts of social stratifiCation and social class have gained ever.. incxeasing
importance as tools to ae~li.sh this purpose. n18
Nelson and Lasswell would seem to agree with Smith and. Penny . that
"soc:io-econmic status is an intangible but nonetheless genuine reality•••
determined by a ccaplex of factors and circunstantes.,,191bey wotdd not seem
to agree,

b~r,

on the _thods .fdetemningthis status.

Penny has devised a acale for the measurement of socio-economic status:
"The Soc:ialBc:onomic Inventory of P_ly Welfare (SBIPW). ,,20 This seale takes
into ac:c:ount such facton as income. possession of a savings ac:count and life

-

11Ibid.
llHarold A. Nelson and Tbomas B. Lasswell, "StatUl Indices. Sodal
Stratification, and Social Class,"Socio12JY and Sodal Research, XLIV
(July··~t,

1960), 410.

19Smitb and Pfmny,

---

!f.. cit., p. 342.

2oti. A. Smith and L. L. Penny, ttA Practical Means of Determining Pupil
Socio.. Bconam1c Status ,ffPe~ Joumal of Education. XXXVI (JllUJ8ry, 1959),
204 .. 13.
-

9

inSurance J education of parents, participation in c:OIIIlUI1ity life, housing
facilities, private lessons in 1IUSic and dancing, and family possessiOllS.
'The Nelson and Lasswell paper suggests that the variables whid:J. differ

from person to person and :fraI situation to situation with relative degrees of

intensity are too many to allow my established scale.

What 1s suggested then is that each individual may well have a
variety of social d.asses attributed to him, dependent upan the
attributor and the situation as defined by the attrlbutor; that
there is no rigid franework which can be laid oYer society by
which to draw an absolute social elass hierarchy: that there· is
no siDgle •absolute t or •real t class constl'uct; that social
class is dependent not on a series of variables advanced bya
teSean:her and rightly or wrongly manipulated tty him. but
rather on three crucial turning points: tilDe t, space stand
pe~ive p.
In effect, individuals may have diffenmt social
dasses similar to their different soeial roles, and the class
to which they will be assigned is a function of the situation,
the tbne t and the pel'SJX)CtiV8 and not on an absolute set of
pteOrdained variables. ZI
Nelson and Lasswell CODClude: "Manipulations of a series of preordained
variables yielding single sc:ot"es no dcd>t measure scaethlllg, but ••• there is

little reason to

US\J18

that that s.-thing is sodal class. ,,22

'The 1Wo 'actor Index of Social Position dew loped by August B. Hollings ..
~ad

has been wi.dely accepted as an easily applicable procedure to estimate the

tposi tions intividual. oceupy in the status structure of our society:
Occupation 8Ild education are the two facton utililed to
determine social position. OcCl.4>ation is presUDed to refleet the skill and power individuals possess u they perform
the many maintenance fimctions in the society. Education is
believed to reflect not only knowledge, but also cultural
tastes. The P1'OpeT combination of these factors by the me
of statistical tedmiques enable a researcher to detemine

21~!e1son and Lasswell, .!!. ~., 412-13.

22 Ibid., p. 413.

10
within approximate limits the social position an individual
occupies in the status structu1'8 of our society. 23
In the present survey the Two Factor Index has been employed to deter-

mine the social class of those responding to the questionnaire. Other less
scientific: data, such as self-placement, were employed for purposes of

c0m-

parison wi til the findings of the Hollingshead Index.
Pollowing the lead of Crowley and Magee, as mentioned &bow, the career
p1'8fe1'enc:e of the students responding to the questionnaire has been inwstigate l
to detend.ne the nl.Dber of respondents whose choice of occupation is identical.
with their fathel'S' occupations. A study by Willi. G. Dyer

ntpOrts

that:

... it was fotmd that the occupational attitudes of parents

and children are in pneral agreement. lftdte-collar famiUes
are more satisfied with the father'l occupation than ale the

blue-collar families, but neither the paJents nor children
hom either lewl are desirous of the children follGWing the
father's occupatiCll. There is COlII'IIlJnication in the family
about the father's work, and the children also perceive the
effects of the job on the father, which appeal'S to influence
their attitudes.... Preltige level also seems to be a
"4
factor in detel'lllining the occupational attitudes of childJeD.~
Reporting on a study done in Florida, Olarles M. Grigg and Russell

Middleton report a positiw aslociation between the lile of caamity of
orientation and occupational aspirations .. 25 In this study the factors of

23see in entirety August B. Hollingshead and Pnderlck C. Redlich,
Social Class and Mental Illness (New York: John Wiley and Sms, 1958), pp.

391-401.

----

24W1llia G. Dyer, "Parental Influence on the Job Attitudes of Odldnm
fna 'lWo Occupational Strata, U Sociol9IY .!!! Social Research, XLII (Janua.JlyPebruary, 1958), 203-6.
25Charles M. Grigg and Russell Middleton, "Camrunity of Orientation and
Occupational Aspirations of Ninth Grade Students, H Soda! Porces, XXXVIII
(May, 1960), 303.. 8.
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intelligence and father's occupation were held constant.
Even with the factors of intelligence and father's occupation partialled out, the male ninth grade students continued
to show a positive relationship between size of co_unity of
orientation and occupational aspirations. 'Dle data ••• support
Upset f s suggestion that one reason for the greater mobility
of urban-bred youths as c:ompal'8d with those reared in naral
areas may be that the urban youths haw biJher aspirations ..
The specific reasons for the higher aspirations of boys frail
the larpr cities are as ·yet unknown, but this study ••• indlcates6that higher aspirations 8B.'ll11 the urban boys do
exist. %
.

What is is that influences a young
a closed sl.i>,eet.

1I8n f s

ehoice of career is by no means

Tbe research conceming social factors btfluendnglevels

of occupational and educational achievement has been ccmiderable in recent
yeal'S. According to Haller and Butterworth, these studies generally

US\8

two things: "1) that occupational and educational achievement are influenced
strongly by the person's level of ocaJpational and educatiaoal aspiration, and
2) that these levels of aspiration are detendned largely by the interpel'Sonal
situation within which the individual was socialized... 27
In general, the studies reviewed in Haller and ButteJWOrth t s article

seem to bear out the assUIIPtion that differences in levels of occupational and
educational aspiration may be attributed to differences in socializatim.
"Specifically they identify the f8'lld1y as cae source of such differences. n28

26Ibid., p. 303, referring to Seymour M. Lipsett "Social Mobility and
Urbanization, h Rural Sodololl, XX (September t 19S5), 220-S.
27A. O. Haller and C. E. Butterworth, ''Peer Influences on Lewls of
Occupational and Educational Aspiration, n Social Pcrees t XXXVIII (Nay, 1960),
289... 95. The reader _y consult this artiele ·.d 61biiOgraphy for a ~tehen..
si.,. bibliography of the reseaTCh in the aNa of the peer grotJp.

2SIbid., p. 290.
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The authors also felt that there is evidence of another source of influence on occupational and educational aspiration, that of the peer

gt'Oq).

111e general hypothesis of their study was based on the reported experiments of
Muzafer Sherif. 29
Since attitudes are developed in interaction and since a great
deal of the interaction of ABlerican youth is with others of
the same age, it should follow that levels of occupational and
educational aspiration (two types of attitudes) should be partly
due to the influence of other youth.... 'Dle hypothesis was
tested undeT vatying conditions of pa:rental social class
status> peer-pair members f general intelligence and parental
desire for high-lewl social achievement for the youth." ••
'!he eYidence regarding the hypothesis appears to provide a .
sull degree of support for the aspect referrina to levels of
occupational aspiration, but it appears to provide little or
no sq»port for the aspect referring to levels of educational
aspiration. 30
In view of Sherif's experiments and their own eYiience, Haller and
Butterworth "believe that the hypothesis is at least partially accurate. ,,31
ey feel, however, that other studies must be done in the area of peer in-

fluence beforeeidler aspect of the hypothesis ean be considered more than
tentatiwlyestablished.

In view of this tentative character of the hypothesis

of the peer group. it has seemed better not to fot'JRUlate an hypothesis regardin
such influence in this survey.

LIMITATIONS OP DATA
Even before an analysis of the data could be made it was obvious that

2~afer Sherif t "A Study of SCIRe Social Factors in Perception, n
iws of Psychology, CLXXXVII (1935); summarized with other studies in M.
~n:r.r;;ancrCi1'Ollne w: Sheri t, An Outline of Social Psychology (rev. ed.;
York: Harper It Bros. t 1956);-pp. 2Io. .

m.

30Jiailer and Butterworth,

3!..

E!!.,

p. 291; 295.

-
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the two subject schools would not be identical in the geographical areas from
which the students come.

Private School is located between two pd>lic school

districts and draws its students fran both districts as well as from "Lake
City/' The public school used in the study was west of Private School.
CirctlDStanees did not allow tile use of the school district to the east of
Private School--a fact which may have altered the data somewhat since the area
of this district is generally more wealthy.

In retrospect it seems the ideal

study would be made among the three schools.
It is important to consider the limitations imposed by the sample as
discussed under methodology (freshmen, sophc:aores, juniors and seniors were
not all equally represented).

A future study would try to avoid unequal re-

presentation from the various classes.
percentage of

Ro.w~

It shouldfurthe: be noted that the

Catholics in Public School is so small (25 students; 24.2

per cent of the sample) that the shift of one student in response to any item
of the questionnaire may alter the percentage table by as much as four per
cent.
While there is a certain limitation imposed by the anonymity of the
responses (for example, exact address and income could not be ascertained), the
advantages were thought to outweigh the disadvantages in this case.
Methodologically the Progl"a of analysis was saaewhat li1ll1ted &. to

the fact that the questionnaire was originallY composed for hand-scoring and.
later adapted. to a machine-scoring process.
Other lim! tat ions concern the interpretation of any facet

ot the ques-

tionnaire and will be ccnsidered along with the report of analysis of the giftn

items.
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FMPI~ICAL

Qf..mSTION

The question most basic to the consideration of the present thesis was:
Is there a similarity of response to selected. attitudinal questions among stu-

dents of public and private schools?
The answer to this question would take on further meaning if social

class could be established as a factor of similarity and fomal religious

education could be considered a factor differentiating the two school test
groups.

HYPOnIBSIS
On the belief that social class would be fO'Ulld to be similar among the
two test groups and that formal religiOUiJeducation would be a differentiatina
factor, but independent of these considerations, the basic hypothesis of the
thesis was formed:
There is a sWlari ty of response on selected attitude ques ..
tions among the students at Public School and Private School.

Expanded in relation to the considerations of social class and religious
education this hypothesis could be stated:

Whether social class be similar or not, and whether or not
religious education is a factor differentiating the two
groups, Public School students and Prtvate School students
will respond similarly to statements reflecting values and
attitudes as included in the questionnaire.

In this first chapter, the purpose of the thesis has been discussed;

the conceptual problem analyzed; related literature, some theoretical considerations and the limitations of data presented and the hypothesis stated.

The follONing chapter will be coneemed with the IIIthodology ...,loyed
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in the preparation and administration of the questionnaiM in the two smjeet

schools.

aJAPrBR II

ME1HOOOLOOY
DESCRIl'TION OF

nm SCHOOLS

!!j.vate School.

Private School is located in a wealthy suburb (median

income of $13,681)1 of Lake City. At the tile of this study the school had
been open fi veyears at this location.

The school is a modern two-stotey structure situated on a thirty acre
site in the suburb.

Pacilities include fifty-fiw c1asstoOllS, four labora-

tories J libraty, chapel, cafeteria, swimming pool, and gymnasitl1l.

A football

stadba and two practice fields are also located on the PTOperty.
The aims and purposes of Private School are set forth in its "Bulletin

of Information" (see Appendix
Public School.

Il ~

Public: khool is a township high school setTing two

villages (median inC01Mts of $11,317 and $11,270)2 and some unincorporated areas
which fall within the school district.

The school was first opened in Septem-

ber, 1953, wi til an enrollment of over 600.

In 1960 a referendtl1l was passed to

divide the school (whose enrollment had. reached nearly 1600) into two locations

within the school district.

At the time of this study this division had taken

lUnited States Census of the P,!>ulation: 1960. Vol. I-·nCllaracterlstics
of the POpUlation. II
- .
2Ibid.
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place and only the students at the older division of the school responded to
the questionnaire.

The enrollment there at the time of this study was over

1000.

The school site is cOJl1>osed of more than seventy acres.
is a bi-Ievel structure, modem in evety detail.

The building

Facilities include sixty

ClassTOaDS t five laboratories, libraty, cafeteria, swiDlBing pool. three gymnasia and shops for training in mechanical skills.

There are tennis courts,

a baseball diamond, and a football stadiun also located on the property.
The ideals of Ptblic School are set before the students in the student
handbook (see Appendix II).
ruE PRE-TBST

The pre-test of the questionnaire was administered at a public suburban
high school near Lake City during the 1962 stl11m8r session.

The writer, a

cleric, presented himself as a graduate student, dressed in civilian clothes,
before a class of superior senior students.
~ould

The subjects were told that they

help the writer fulfill a degree requirement by responding to the ques-

tionnaire.
The subjects were allowed more time than necessary for the completion of
the questionnaire, and were invited to criticize it for lack of clarity or any
other failure.

The length of time it took: for the students to complete the

questionnaire was noted.

Most students finished in less than twenty minutes.

1HE QUESTIONNAIRE
The data for the present study were gathered by questionnaire.

of the questionnaire will be fOl.lld in Appendix III of this thesis.

A copy

The title
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'1Jniversity Studies" was adopted to stress the iq:tersonality of the research
and preserve tbe anonymity of the writer.
The items of the questionnaire are understood in the following way:
Socio-economic:

Items 1-17, 19 and 20 are those which help to establish

the respondent's soc:i.o-ec:onomic background.

Item 3 could be an indication of socio-economic background. However J
since specific street address will not be given, one cannot conclude to high
status from mere indication of a suburb of generally high socio-economic
standing ..
Items 6 and 7 inwstipte the extent of the parents t education.

Education as a factor for the use of the Hollingshead Index has been discussed
above.
In Item 12 the respondent is asked to give detailed information

ceming his father'S occ:upation or

~atiOftS.

con~

This, combined with father's

educational level will be the source for detet'lDining the socio-eCOJlOld.c level
of the family.
Item 13. with its indication of mother's employment or function as
housewife (with or without employed help), is another means of determining
socio-ecanomie level.
Items 14.. 11 concem the career choice of the respondent along with
whatever obstacles or aids he may see toward its fulfillment.
findings in this area have been discussed.

Crowleyts

The CCJq)arison will not include

the I.Q. factor since the respondents retained anonymity throughout the study.
Item 19 asks the Tespondent to identify himself with a gi yen social
class.

This is of only mild interest because of the subjectivity of such
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Item 20, though primarily of a socio-economic nature, may yield other
infOrmation as well.
ReliJ!.ous:

Items which supply information c:onceming the respondents t

religion or religious practice are 2, 34 and 42.
Item 2

s~ly

supplies the respondent t s religious affiliation.

Item 34

asks for an indication of frequency of attendance at religious senices.

Item

42 senes to in'V8stigate something of the individual's value of his religion.
Value ..~ttit~!

Items 21-50 are in general coneemed with the follow-

ing areas: 1) civic, 2) social, 3) moral and 4) an evaluation of others.

Same of these value stateJElts were taken 'V8rbatim f1'OI!l the Remmers and
Radler report mentioned above.

111eyare: Items 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 31,

33 and 35.
Items original to this study suggested to the writer by his director,
readings, observations and similar statements in the work of ReIIIIlers and Radler
are: Items 25, 21, 30, 32, 34, 36, 31, 38, 39 and 40.
The questionnaire had been
hand· scoring the results.

c~ed

originally with the intention of

But a discussion of the project with administrators

of the Research CoJIIputing Center at Indiana University t whose sociological
libralY the writer frequented for background material, led to a machine scoring
program.

Witil the generous help of membel'S of the Center the writer drew up

a progr_ for the 101 simulation process. 3
In the programing, questions involving a subjective nom of

3por a clear presentation of prograftDing for the 101 silllulator t see
A 109--1401 Prop-_ for 101 Simulation, a han.tlxJok published by the Researc:h
'Coiiijjutiji'f'C'enter an411ipartment
Police Adldnistration. Indiana Uniwl'Sity,
Bloomington, Indiana, March IS, 1963.

0'
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classification or judicious application of a system of categories (Items 11,
12, 14, 15, 16, 11), and the open-end questions (Items 48 and (9)., had to be

categorized somewhat arbitrarily, as would have been the case in any analysis.
But to insure as consistent a classification as possible t related· ~ems in the
individual questionnaires were scored during a single time period ..
Obviously, the final computer program was not exhaustive.

It is hoped

t.l,.at from the results of this thesis a larger research program could be set up

which would incorpoTate add! tional data and expand the field of inquiry.
11m SANPLB
It was originally intended to take ten per cent of the male student
body at each school as the sample in this study.
plan somewhat.

'tWo factors a1 tered this

1) The Public School was divided into two distinct sections

before the gathering of the data and 2) In Private School only a limited
number of home1'O(lDS weTO available for the administration of the questionnaire ..
This also accounts for the fact that the n\lllber of upper classmen over lower

classmen represented in the sample is pater at both schools.

Thus the 1WIIIber studNd at Public School was 103 or 10 per cent of the
male student body and 110 or 11 per cent of the student body at Private School.
When grouped according to classes these nlJllbers are broken down as follows:

Private School
Pmlic School

32
15

Sophomores

JmiOl'l

Seniors

Total

30
14

SS

S3

38

36

110
103

In both schools, however, the homeTOClR or division period was so

arranged that the student grouping was academically heterogeneous.

That is,

students of outstanding, average and limited scholastic ability are all
in~'''''ldAd

fn 'thA ......1.

III"""

---------------------------------------------------------------,
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ADMINISJAATION OF TIlE QlmSTIONNAIRE

The final draft of the questionnaire was administered at the two subject schools in October, 1962.

Circumstances necessitated administering the

questionnaire on successive days at the two schools, though not within the
individual schools.

Nonetheless. the probability of exchange between the two

test groups was extremely low.

TIlere was no possibility of exchange within

the individual schools tested, for in both instances the students filled in
the questionnaire during the same hour.
The questionnaire was administered by the faculty instructors of the
study halls in both schools during a "division" or study period.

The in-

structors were advised to indicate on the day previous to the testing date
that the time would be allocated for a brief questionnaift study on the following day.

Those who administered the questionnaire reported a favorable recep-

tion of it on the part of the students.

This favorable Tec:eption is likewise

reflected in the responses to the questionnaire..

In marginal notes sene

students expressed gratitude to the "researebel'S" for their interest in the
adolescent and for giving him an opportunity to be heard.

In this chapter the schools have been described; the pre-test indicated;
the questionnaire and methods of sampling, administration and scoring have been

explained.

In the next two chapters the soc:io-economic findings and the

atti tude responses will be reported.

QJAP1"BR.III
FINDnt;S: SlCIo-ECXJOfIC PACroRS

In Clapter II the physical aspects of the two schools have been presented with respect to building a.cc<IIIIOdations. 111is chapter will deal with
certain findings relevant to the soclo-economic background of the students
who use theae facilities.
RELIGI~

Item 2 of the questionna1.re requested the studentts religion.

This

was a fill-in i tell; consequently, the categories used in computer scoring and
represented in Table 1 are an !! Eost facto listing. '1bis will explain the
fact that some categories such as "Protestant" and "Presbyterian" are not
mutually exclusive. They are simply representative of the student's se1fidentification.
At Private School, 167 of the 170 respondents named Raman Catho1ici_
as their religious affiliation.

Of the thl'H others, one indicated that he

was Greek Orthodox, another that

he was Protestant, and the third that he had

no . religious affiliation at all. 1he religious affiliation of the respondents
at Public School was more varied. Table 1 illustrates the teligious affiliation in the two schools.
EIXJCATION
1he results of the analysis of parental education can be seen in Tables
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TABLE 1
snJDP..NTSt RELIGlOOS APFILIAn()f

Religious DenOOnation
(Open-end response)

Public: School

Nunber

Per cent

Private School
Nuaber

Per cent

-Roman Catholic:

25

24.2

167

Presbyterian

18

17.5

-

..

Protestant

15

14.6

1

Oi6

Lutheran

12

11.7

-

..

Methodist

10

9.7

..

..

No xeligion

7

6.8

1

0.6

Bpiseopalian

5

4.8

-

-

Other Religious Group

5

4.8

...

..

Jewish

3

2.9

..

-

Greek Orthodox

1

1.0

1

0.6

Christian Scientist

1

1.0

-

..

Congregationalist

1

1.0

...

-

103

100.0

170

100.0

Total

98.2
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2 and 3. 'Ibe Private School mean educational lewl for fathers is 14.8 years
of schooling and for mothers 11.8 years.

In POOlic School the mean educational

level is 14.2 years for fathers and 13.2 for mothers.
lbe educational lewl of the parents of the respondents at both Private
School and Public School is, however, best represented by a graph, since it
takes into aeeount the S6 parents of Prlvate School respondents and 22 parents
of Public Sc:hool respondents who had taken graduate and/or pl'Gfessional school
studies.
It will be observed

m.

the graphs (see figs. 1 and 2) that at Private

School, both mothers' and fathers' educational levels are bi..modal, "ith the
modi appearing at the levels of high school and· college graduates t whereas at

Public School, the fathers' educational level is likewise bi.moda1, with nearly
equal modi. appearing at the high school and college levels t but the distributior
of .then' educational scores skewed toward college education from a mode at
the high school level.
OCCUPATION
The fathers' occupations at Private and Public Schools were sealed
according to the Hollingshead system of scores for occupation..

'Ibe results of

this analysis will be found in Table 4. At Private School 133 (78 .. 24 per
cent) and at Public School 82 (19 .62 per cent) of the occupations indicated by
the respondents fell into one of the fint three categories of the Hollingshead seale.

SOCIAL POSITION
The factors of Pather's Occupation and Education were eaabined to

2S

TABLE 2
YEARS OF SOIOOLIl«; .... K7l'HERS

N>lic: School

Private School

7

14-

College/University Graduate

17

4S

1-3 years College

21

34

High School Graduate

46

70

10-11th Grade

1

4

7-9th Grade

S

3

Less than 7 years schooling

0

1

0

No Response

0

I

0

Graduate-Professional

t
i

Total

103

i

170
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TABLE 3

YEARS OF SOlOOLING .. -

I
Graduate-Professional
Co1lege/Universi ty Graduate

FATHER.~

Public School

Private School

15

42

3S
I

1- 3 yeal'S College

16

High School Gnduate

27

I
I
~

I

53

24
34

10-11th Grade

I

7-9th Grad$

6

8

Less than 7 yeal'S schooling

2

3

No Response

Total

I

I
!

I!

i

1

6

0

I
I

103

I

170
-~

o

....
o

~

\...oJ

..(.':"

\1'l

000

0"

o

-4

0

C»

o

Jlo Response
Less than 7 7ears
7-9th Grade
CJllld
0

10-11th Grade

....

::r~

o •
o

High School Graduate

--;':01

t-Jt-J

!:S .,

.

:lQ
I

t

1-3 year. College

."
,.

!1~

College/thiverslt7 Grad.

..... ::s
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CD

,.
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CI>

-

Graduate-Professional
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il' 0
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o

.....
o

I\)

o

VJ

0
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0

\1\
0

0'

o

--l
0

0)

a

N'oResponse
Less than 1 years
7-9th GI-ade
r.o>:a;:l

lO-11th Grade

Of-lo

::roq
o·

o

......

High School Graduate

.... 1\)

~:
• too

College/university Grad.

..... at
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~~
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..,

1-3 years College
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~
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~~
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o
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TABLE 4
FAnmRS' ocaJPATIONS

Hollingshead Occupational
Scale Categories

N:tlic School

Private School

23

57

2S

39

Administntive persmmel, Small
business owner, Minor professional, Palmer ($25,000)

34

37

Clerical , sales workers, Technicians, Ownen of small
business, Faxmer ($10-20,000)

4

9

Skilled manual elployees, Small
fau..rs

14

14

1

3

Unskilled ..,loyees

1

4

No Response

1

7

103

170

Higher executive, Large Proprietor, Major professional
Business

man&f:ss,Proprietor
of
Lesser

_db. bus.

professional

Nadrlne operaton , semi-skilled

employees, Par.rs (tenant)

Total
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calculate the Index

!! Social Position

according to the _thod of August B.

Hollingshead .. pnviously explained. 1be results of this procedure an
listed in Table S.
It will be obsened that by the application of the Two Pactor Index
more than eighty per cent of the faIllies in each school (Priftte 81.1;
Plblic 14.1) were as.iped to one of the first thl'M clas.es. 1M. was a

difference of 2. S per C8Ilt (Prlvate 3Z. 3; Public 34.8) of those assipct to
Class II. 1here was a dlffetence of 11.4 per cent (Pr.hate 28.8; Public 17.4)
and 12.0 per cent (Private 20.0; ,..,llc 32.0) nspectlvely in the uslan-nts

to Classes I and· III.
PAMILY
11le _ann\lllber of children in the I'eSpencJents' fallies (Itea 10) is

3." at Pr.i.ftte School and 3.1 at N>lic School.
In reprd to ltea 8, at Priftte School the father of the respondent was
deceased in 5 cases (2.9 per cent), the IIJther in 4 (2.4 per cent); at ""'lic

School, the father was deceased in 2 cases (2.0 per cent), the IIlOther in

JlCDe.

The t'eSpOnIes to Item 9, ''With whca do you live?" indicate the possi-

bility of separation or cI1wrce in three or four of the responcSmts t f.lies
at Private School (1.8 or 2.4 per cent), and fl_ of the respondents' famili.
at PUblic School (4.9 per cent).
omeR BACIGIO.Im 'AeroRS
1be responses to Item 11 1'8wal that 167 of the respondents at Private

School (98.2 per cent) plan to attend college. as

~and

with to (87.4 per

cent) at ,.lic School. At Private SChool, 22 respondents (12.9 per cent).
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TABLE S

SOCIAL POSmtw AS

CDIP(1I'.BD
~'

..

.

",

"

..

BY 1OIJ.Il«lSHBAD
Public School

lbhr

m PACIOR INDEX
Private SChool

Per cent

-lbIber

28.8

Per c:en.t
..

Social class I

18

17.4

49

Social class II

36

34.8

SS

32.3

Soda! elas. III

33

32.0

34

20.0

Social class IV

10

9.7

18

10.6

Social class V

4

3.'

7

4.1

Inec:aplete data

2

1.9

7

4.1

103

99.5

170

99.9

Total

32
and at Public School 13 respondents (12.6 per cent) indicated finances as a

possible obstacle to a college education (Item IS).
The career choices (Item 14) of the respondents both at Private School
and at Public School ranged chiefly among those of socially hbh status and
econardc: reward.
In response to Item 13 (Mother's occ:upatim), 3S respondents at Private
School (20.6 per cent) and 22 respondents at P\.t)lic: School (21.4 per cent)
indicated that their mothers work full time; another IS respondents at Private
School (8.8 per cent) and 12 at Public School (11.7 per cent) ntported part ...
time employment for their mothers.

At Private School 90 of the respondents

(52.9 per cent) and at N>li<: School S2 of the respondents (50.5 per cent)
said that their mothers had no outside help in washing, cleaning. and other
household duties •
111e responses to Item 20, "Do you work for pay1", revealed. that 96
respondents at Private School (56.5 per cent) and 55 respondents at Public:
School (52.4 per cent) are employed part-tUM after school or on weekends.
Their employ.nt ranges over the jobs open to boys of high school age.

Caddy •

stock boy, lifeguard, delivery boy, busboy, and "odd-jobs" were the categories
most frequently named. At Private School 46 of these respondents (27.1 per
cent) and at N>llc School 22 (21.4 per cent) who work do so fifteen hours a
week or less.
StMWtY
The aim. of this chapter has been to analyze the items of the questionnaire reflecting the socio-ec..nc backgrotmd and religious affiliation of
the respondents.

The following is a

Stllllary

of the findings:
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The religious affiliation of the respondents at Private School is almost
exclusively Roman Catholic; at Public School it is varied, but Roman Catholicism constitutes the largest single affiliation, although the large majority

are Protest_ts.
An application of the 'lWo Factor Index of Social Position assigned more

than eighty per cent of the families in each school (Private 81.1 per cent;
Public 84.2 per cent) to one of the first three social classes.

(C'.ompare with

student self-ranking, Table 6.'
Other findings stD.stantiate the

socio~economic

similarity of the two

groups. The mmer of children in the respondents' families averaged 3.1 at
Private Sehool and 3.1 at Public School. 'Dle majority of the respondents at
both schools lived in apparently stable, two-patent hQlllls. The vast majority

of respondents in each school planned to go to college, and relatiwly few
feared financial difficulties in the pursuit of this goal. They were similar
in preferring careen of high social prestige and economic reward.

They were

likewise similar in the percentage of mspondents whose mothers were eJJt)loyed
and who were themselves employed in part-time jobs.
The next chaptet' concerns itself with the attitude responses given by
the students whose socia-economic background has been discussed above ..
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TABLE 6
STUDENT STAros ... - SF.LF RANICDIl
1----

Public School

Private School

Class-status

Ntaber

Per cent

Ntaber

Per cent

Upper upper

3

2.9

7

4.1

Lower upper

20

19.4

19

11.2

Upper middle

S8

56.3

106

62.4

Loter middle

16

15.5

33

19.4

Upper lCMer

1

1.0

0

-

Lower lower

0

.

0

.

No response

5

4.9

S

2.9

103

100.0

170

100.0

Total

PINDIM:iS: A1TI1UDE RBSPC:tlSBS

In the analysis of soda-economic background of the pxevious chapter
a dissimilarity of religious affiliation was evident. The xeligious factor
will be further c:onsidenrd in this chapter to see if foJltlll. religious education appears to be associated with diffexenees in attitude. 'l'bis is done not
for the purpose of contrasting Roman Catholicism with other xeligions, but to
cClDpaxe the attitude responses of a sample of students in a school in which
a formal course in religion obligatory for all Roman Catholic students is
taught throuahout the four years and all courses are expected to be p8tmeated
wi th religious idealsl with those responses of a sample of students in a
school which fosters loyalty to the American beri tage as well as a growth in
ethical values and principles but which does not provide a formal ,l"OgraRI
of religious instruet:ion. 2 The selection of a RCDIn Catholic school was intentional, 01 course, and the peramtago of Roman Catholics in the public
institution will prove belpful as a factor in the analysis. This Roman

It'General Statement of Philosophy of (Private Sc:hool), An American
(Religious Order) High School" (tmpUblisbed monograph), p. 3.
20ther factors of difference between the two schools might also be considentd in this surwy. Per instance t sbop courses ant pec:uliar to Public
School. This could possibly haw sane effect on the responses to the item on
career choice. Similarly t Public School is alone co-educational. But in all
these eases, the most striking factors seea to be forul ntligious education,
xeligious affiliation, and xeligious sponsorship of Private School. "lbe major
variable is judged to be Private (ReligiOUS) yersus ,.,.,lic School •
...,
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Catholic minority will be singled out for comparison in the responses to the
value-statements of the questionnaire.
mE RBLIGIOOS PACI'OR
The religious affiliation of the respondents at both Private and Nllic

School was analyzed in Table I in the preceding chapter..

'lbe responses to

items of the questionnaire dealing with attendance at religious services (Item
18) and the estimate of social advantage or disadvantage of the respondent's

religion (Item· (2) will now be presented. 1bese responses will reflect the
possible influence religious affiliation could haw on the respondents t valueattitudes expressed in responses to Items 21-40, which will be given later.

--

Itea 18. The responses to Item 18 of the questionnaire dealilll with

attendance at religious services showed a difference between the two

gt'Oq)J

studteG. 'I11e respondents at Private School report that they attended religious
services on an average of 10.2 times in the past month whereas respondents at
Public School report that they attended religious services on an awrage of
3.8 tiJnes in the past IIICIlth.
In Table" the
limitations

~ed

s~at

unorthodox frequencies went neeessitated by the

by computer analysis and a desil'e to delineate with sane

pntcision the exact pattern of attendanee with some ntference to the degTee of
freedaa exercised by the l'espondent in his attendance pattem. Por

~let

it

should be understood. that a student at Private School who indicates attendance
at religious senices between nine and eleven times the past month may be in..
dicating the normal pattern for any Roman Catholic at Private School.
'lhus, the higher awrap of attendance at mligious services in the case
of the l'espondents at hivate School can be readily explained.

Pirst,
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TABLE 7
RELIGIOUS ATTEND.AHCE IlJRING PAST KJNTH

Public Sdloo1

Private Sc:hool

0

18

1 .

1·2

19

0

3-4

32

9

5..6

17

12

1.. 8

1

30

9-11

4

18

12-13

2

19

14-15

1

11

20.. 24

0

'5

25

1

1

No response

2

0

103

110

Total
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attendance at Mass each Smday is of obligation for Roman Catholics.

Purther,

the students at Private School attend Mass in a group once a week, while once

a month there is an additional Mass or other religious senice held for the

student body.

Thus, the average attendance at T81igious services by students

at Private School would be expected to be at least nine tu.s a month.

The

eustClft of attimdance at daily Mass among sane Rcnan Catholic families, as well

as the activity of a group within the school known as the Sodality, which pro1JIOtes .attendanee at daily Mass, no domt helps to raise the average,,,

The average of near-weekly attendance (3.87 tu.s per month) at 1'e-

ligioussemces during the past IIOJ1th indicated by the respondents at Public
School may reflect what the teenager of the giwm socio-econanic circumstances

chooses for himself.

Pol'. there are no canpulsory situations for religious

seTVice attendance wi thin the school life of Pmlie School students and probably less social Pl'Msure outside of school in this regard.

On the other

hand. church attendance is undoubtedly influenced by parental ex..,le and.
pressure, as it would also be in the ease of the church attendance outside of
school or the respondents from Private School.

!!!!.!!.

The respc:mses to Item 42 of the questionnaire dealing with

estilRated social advantage or disadvantage of the mspondent t S religion were

very similar for the two groups studied..

(See Table 8.)

Of the two mspondents at P't.j)lic School who considered their religion a

social disadvantage to themselves, one was Jewish and the other was of another
(unspecified) religion.

The seveu respondents at Private School who felt the

s _ were all Roman Catholics ..
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TABLE 8

RESPONSES TO I'IrM 42

Private School

Public School
I consider l'eligion:
A social advantage
A sodal disadvantage

Neither

No response
Total

Number

Per cent

Nulber

Per cent

34

33.0

65

31.3

2.0

7

4.1

58

S6.3

91

S3.5

9

8.7

7

4.1

103

100.0

170

100.0

%

,
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VAWB-STA'l'fMPNJ'S
The responses to the value-statEments (Items 21-40) of the questiomud.re
will now be giwm.. The respondents were giwn the fiw choices of the nntrstaJl

ly dis8g1'ee.t' 'or the purposes of the present survey it was thought that .agree

ment. dlsagree.mt, or uncertainty is more iIIportat that. the stl1JDlth of the

agreement or clisagzeemeJlt. 'the fl we choices_.offend

to the respGIldeAt

to

encourage b1a to alve a pred.e response ,with the expectation that he WOUld
less U.kely top_ the uncertain 1'8IpODSe llh. had·a molee of de,rees of

agreement or cU.saaree-nt.

POl'

sake of

c~leteDess

and for the use of others

shing to analyze the respcnses f\n1:her, the five respcmses will be tabulated

for eaeb item; but it must be bome in mind that the fact of agftement or dis-

reement. not the strength of the c:oflvicticm. will alone be attended to in
study.

IteIB 21, 30,

n,

40, 45, 46 and 41

&1'8

of a civic nature ad will be

reated in this sectiOll. In his intel'PretatiOD of the Purdat stucUes. a-rs
ound that "the aost sipificant blind spot of our hip school youth concerns

~cepts of cltizeathip.,,3 His concl..iODs an 4JWA largely fraI Poll 30,
ch

was c:anc:emed with the Bill of Rights. .Saat of his stateJllmts haw been

ludei in the present study. 1hey deal with the Pour PreeckJas.

!!!!.!!.

''The gove~t should prohibit . . . people frail ald..

peeches." The students tested at NlUc: School expressed on the whole

ID1'9
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disagreement with this statement than did those studied at Private School.
'nleir respective responses are given in Table 9.
The difference between the responses from the sample of students at the
two sdlools is not great on this point.

All together Z7 .. 0 per cent of the

respondents at Private School as caupared with 21.4 per cent of those at Public
School expressed agreement with the proposition, while 17 .. 7 per cent as

COJll'-

pared with 8.7 per cent claimed un.certainty f and 54.1 per cent as compared with
66.0 per cent expressed disagxuement with it.

'!he fact that the Roman Catholic minor! ty group at Public School does
not parallel the prevailing attitude response of the Rcoan Catholics at Private
School might indicate that in this instance the respondents at Private School

are influenced by their lonnal religious education.

--

Item 21.

''Newspapers and magazines should beall<*Cd to print anything

they want except mill tary secrets. tt In respon.se to this item, the Tespondents
from Private School took an opposite position to that of the respondents at
Public School, as shown by Table 10.

The Reman Catholic minor! ty at Public: School responded to this item lIOre
like the rest of the respondents at PWlic School than like the Ranan Catholics
at Private SdlOOl.
Two considerations should be JUde as possible explanations of tbe dif..

ferences between the t9Sp0nSes of Private and Public: School students.

'lhose

who disagreed with the statement may haw been c:ooeemed with such printed
materials as would be classified as "indecent Iiteratu:re. " Rattan Catholics
might be moTe

~athetic

to censorship laws.

Seeondly. the high percentage

of agreeJl1llllt at Public School may be indic:atiw of a social science emphasis in
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the teaching at Public School.
Items

~!.!!.

"lWo items were included in the questionnaire to further

determine the students f civic awareness. 11lese were factual items regarding
government officials.

Item 46 asked the student to identify the then Secretary

of State in the Federal Government. At Private School 57.6 per cent respended
correctly to this question, while 37.9 per cent so responded at Public School.
At Private Sehool 26.6 per cent and at Public School 32.0 per cent left the
item blank.

Item 47 asked "What relation is the Secretary of Defense to the

President?" and suggested as responses: father, brother-in-law, cousin, brother, or no relation.

At Private School 72.9 pel" cent of the students respon-

ded correctly (no relation) to the statement as cCDpared with 62.1 pel" cent
at PubUc.sthool.
Item~.

Another item of factual knowl'" was Item 45: "Our present

Congress is ruled by 1) a Republican majority 2) a Democratic majority 3) am
n"t sure. H

In the aut\llJll of 1962 most of the students in the two schools went

aware that the United States Congress was ruled by a Democratic majority.
(See Table 12.)

In connection with these items of civic awareness a statement on voting
age was included.

This statement read: ''Voting age in the United States

should be lowered to age eighteen." Of those who had responded correctly to
both Items 46 and 47, 22.0 per cent in Private School and 22.6 pel" cent in
Public School expressed preference for lowering the voting age to 18. Of
the others who had answered the items correctly, 73.1 per cent at Private

School and 54.7 pel" cent at Public School disagreed with the voting age
statement.

(See Table 11.)
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TABLE 9
RBSl'C:fiSBS TO I'IBf 30: '''mB GOVBRN4BNT SOOULD
PROHIBIT SCM! PBOPLE PRCN MAKING SPEEOmS."

Strongly agree
Agree

Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly disagree
No response

Total

Public: School
Total

Public: School
Roman catholics

hivate School

Per cent

Number Per cent

Per cent

4.OJ 12.0

8.a} 27.0

7.8}21.4

13.6
8.7

3ll.8J66.0
26.2

3.9
100.0

1

8.0

18.2

3 12.0

11.1

2

12

48.0J 68.0

3O.0J 54.1

5 20 .. 0

24.1

8.0

1.2

25 100.0

100.0

2
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TABLE 10
RESPONSES TO I'l'Bf 21: "NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES SffJULD BE
.ALI.ClfBD 10 PRINX' ANY'mING 'IHBY WAN!' EXCBPT MILITARY SBamI'S. I'
- -

Strongly all'"
Agree

Uncertain

Disagree
Strongly disagree
No response
Total

Public School
Total

Pdllie School
Roman Catholics

Pel' cent

NuDber Per cent

2Z03} 54.3

4

16 0O} 52.0

32.0

9

36.0

6.8

2

8.0

2S 02} 36.9

7

ZloO} 40.0

hivate School

'.t cent
10 06] 34.1
24.1
8.2

4000] 57.1

11.7

3

12.0

17.1

2.0

0

0.0

0.0

100.0

25

100.0

100.0
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TABLE 11

RESPONSES TO IT1:f,{ 31: HVOTli\U AGE IN TIm UNITED STATES
Sll)UlJ) BE LOWBRED TO AGE BIGtrreBN. I'

Public School

Private School

N\llber

Per cent

NulDer

Stnmg1y agTee

4

U.,} 22.6

4

Agl'M

3

9.1

14

11.1

Uncertain

6

19.5

4

4.9

Disagree

9

Strongly disagree

29.0J-54.7

8

25.1

24

29.2

No response

1

3.2

0

0.0

31

100.0

82

100.0

Total

36

Per cent

4.9}.22.0

4J.9}73.1
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TABLE 12

RESPONSES TO ITEM 45: ''OUR PRESENT CONGRESS IS RULED BY 1) A RE ..
PUBLICAN MAJORITY'; 2) A DIMlCRATIC MAJORI1Y; 3) Not l«)T SURE. ft

Public School

Nl.mber

Per cent

Prlvate School

N\Dber

Per cent

79

76.1

140

82.4

Incorrect

6

S.8

9

S.3

Not sure

11

10.7

11

10.0

1

6.8

4

2.3

Co1'1.'ect

No response

~

Total

103

100.0

170

100.0
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. DATA CONCERNING SOCIAL AITlnIDES
Items 22, 26, 36 and 42 were specifically social in tone.

They dealt

with marriage, labor unions, communism and religion.
Item

E.

''Marriage courses in high school are important for our

society. " A greater percentage of respondents at Private School expTessed
agreement with this statement than those at Public School, wheTe a widespread
uncertainty was reflected.
An analysis of the responses of the Roman Catholic minority at Public

School, however, shows that this group 8JlSW8Ted closely in accord with the
rest of the sample from Pti:>lic School, and not in accord with the Roman
Catholics at Private School, as illustrated by Table 13.
The conclusion to be drawn fran the data in regard to Item 22 is that
the factor of formal religious education of the respondents at Private School
seems to influence their affirmative response.
Item 26.

If

Labor unions are helpful and worthwhile organizations." A

far higher proportion of respondents fran Private School agreed with this
statement than fran Public School.

The Roman Catholic minority at PWlic

School responded to this item far more closely in accord with the total sample
at Pti>lic School than with their fellow Roman Catholics at Private School,
as illustrated by Table 13.
Item~.

''The communist beliefs should be presented in our schools as

a sti>ject or COUl'Se so we would be better able to understand them. I! The wordinl
of this item was the result of an informal discussion, not related to the ques- .
tionnaire, between the writer and a group of students on the

sub~ect

munism at Private School several months before the study was made.

of com-

At that
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TABLE 13

RESPCmES TO ITEM 26: u!.ABOR UNICNS ARE
HELPFUL AND t.UImlWHILE ORGANIZATImS. tt

Strongly agree
Agree

Ii

II
I'

Public Seboo1
Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Prlvate School

Per cent

Nuaber Per cent

Per cent

13.6}44.7

4

31.1

8

29.1

9

12.,}24.2

1

16.0}48.0

17.1}70.6

.36.0

18.8

32.0

53.5

i

Uncertain

Ii
Ii

I!

Disagree
Strongly disagree
No response

~

II

Ii
Ii
I,
~

!!

Ii
,i

~

7.~}

4.0}16.0

I.' 10.0

11.6

3

12.0

2.0

0

0.0

0.6

100.0

2S

100.0

100.0

I!

Total
i
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TABLE 14

ro ITfM 36: ''THE CCMtfUNIST 'BELIEFS SfWLD BE
PRBSJ3NTED IN OUR soroI...<; A...t:; A SUB-mer OR 0l.JRSE so WE
WOULD BE :BBTIER ABLE 'ro UNDERSTAND 'I'fI9.f. f!

RESPmSES

Strongly apee

Public School
Total

Roman Catholics

Public School

Per cent

NtJnber Per cent

2S.2}65.9

3

Private School

Per cent

n.o} 36.0

u.S} 52.3

40.7

6

24.0

Un.eertain

8.1

3

12.0

22 .. 4

Disagree

9.7}21.4

5

20.0}52.0

lS.3J24.1

Agree

Strongly disagree
No response

Total

32.0

8.8

0

0.0

1.2

25

100.0

100.0

11.7

8

4.0
100 .. 0

I

38.8
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time the wrl tar had used the word "taught" instead of "presented" in stating
the proposition.

The students themselves suggested the word "presented" as

a clearer tem.
At both Public and Prlvate

School~

a majorl ty of the respondents ex-

pressed &.gteement with the statement, but the rest divided alltost equally into
"uncertain" and ttdisagree. H

See Table 14.

The Roman Catholic students at Public School beTe responded negatively

and, in fact, took a position opposite to that of the total groups. with the
majority (52.0 pel" cent) expressing disagTeement with the statement.
The social "'levance of religion has been considered under Item 42
earlier in the chapter (p. 38).
DATA CDtCBRNIHG tOW. AnTJUDBS

Two statements taken from the Reaners and Radler study concerned moral
attitudes with respect to mental disease and the subject of illlligration.
I
25.
children.

"Criminals and feeble-minded should be prewnted from having

!!!! ~.

"IDlligration of foreigners to this country should be gNatly

tell
tI

Nstrlcted. lt
A higher proportion (Item 25: 5.4 per cent; Item 34: 2.7 pel" cent) of
the respondents from N>lic School expressed agreement with these two statements than at Private School.

See Tables 15 and 16.

Item 27. ttLaws were made to be broken. Then was little diffemnce
of msponse to this item of the questionnaire. as can be observed from Table
tf

17.
Items

E!~.

Integration and civil rights were the subject of Items

51
31 and 40.

In the analysis of the responses to these items, the data of ad-

ministration of the questiOJ'llUlire must be taken into accomt.

It

l'las

adminis-

tered on October 31 and November 1, 1962, and hence before the registration
of James Meredith at the Univ'ersity of Mississippi and the reactions which
this event triggered around the country and which could have influenced later

opinion polls on civil rights.
Item 37 was the more general of the statements.

It read: HOur country

will be. a better place to live in when Negroes 8.Q\ieve equalOPllortunities
lrlth white people in America." The responses to this item of the qmstionnaire
were similar at both schoob, as will appear from Table 11.
Item 40 focused on civil rights more sharply.

It read: "Negro migration

to (name of Lake City given) should be restricted. It The responses to this
item were again similar in the two schools, but in relation to Item 31 re""
vea1ed almost an overall shift of 10 per cent 8111&1 frca the democratic and
moral ideals previously indicated in response to Item 31.
It will be noted that the Roman Catholic minority at Public School
follows the response pattern of both larger groups with respect to the statement of civil rights in general.

There is a difference of agreement with

Private School of 12.4 per cent and with Public School of 14.8 per cent,
however, concerning Item 40 'Where the civil Tights issue was more shatply

focused.

See Table 18.

ll!!. !!.

''Petting is acceptable among 'tlrf friends." The respondents

from the two schools again took opposite stands on this issue. 11le Roman
Catholic minority at Public School in this instance was well in accord with
the total sample at Public School in their responses, as shown by Table 19.

S2
!!!!~.

~Most

girls expect to be kissed on the first date." There

was not a great difference in response to this i tell between the two groups,
but slightly fewer expressed agreement with this statement at Private School
(31.7 per cent) than at Public School (38.8 per cent), as seen in Table 20.
The Reman Catholic minority at Public School responded to this i tam closely in
accord with the Roman Catholic respondents from Prlvate School.

--

Item 39.

"Marriage is going out of style." The respondents from both

schools expressed disagreement with this stat_nt. The percentage of those
at Private School (81.8) who disagreed with the statement was larger than that
at Public School (73.8). Howewr, there was only 1.1 per cent difference in
the ntlllber frail the two schools who agreed with the statement.
A larger percentage of Roman catholic students at N>lic School expressed agreement with the statement about :umage than did either total
group, but again the great majority expressed disagreement.

-_map

Item 32.

See Table 21.

"A person who is unable to liw happily with his first

partner should be allowed to remarry. ft Here the respondents from

Private School took an opposite stand to those from P\d)lic School, about twothirds of the Private School respondents expressing disagreement with the

statement, while almost three-fourths of the Public School respondents expressed agreement with it. See Table 22. The Roman Catholic minority at
Public School hel'8 occupy a middle ground in their responses to this item.
These data of Item 32 could suggest the conclusion that the formal.
religious education influences the value-attitudes of the respondents from
Private School; howewr, in this case religious affiliation alone seems to
haw sane influence. The response pattem is not surprising in light of the

S3

TABLE 15
RESPONSES TO ITEM 25: "CRIMINALS AND FEEBLE-MINDED
SlIXJLD BE PREVBNTBD PlOt HAVING OOLDREN."

Strongly agree

Roman Catholics

Per cent

N\Jd;)er Per cent

7'

J

. 21.4

Agree

13.

Uncertain

21.3

DisagTee

38.1}55.3

Strongly disagree
No response

Total
~.

Pti>l1e School

Pm1ie School
Total

2

a.o}16.0

Pr1vate Sc:hoo1

Per cent

,.1}14.2

2

8.0

7.1

S

20.0

20.5

48.~} 64.0

3O.0

12

r

16.0

34.1

0

0.0

1.. 2

25

100.0

100.0

16.5

4

2.0
100.0

.1

54

TABLE 16
RESPONSES TO ITEM 34: "MUGRAnON OF FOREIGNERS TO
ntIS rouN1'RY SIllULD BE GREATLY RESTRICTED. ,t

Public School
Total

Roman Catholics

Public School

Prlvate School

Per cent

Nmber Per cent

Percent

4

Strongly agt'H

0

J

So)18.8

40O}24.0

20.0

13.5

23.3

5

20,0

25 .. 9

3409}52.4

9

36 0O}56.0 I

42o~}54.1

16.5

Uncertain

Disagree

No response

1

5

Agree

Strongly disagree

21.3

17.5

5

20.0

3.0

0

0.0

I

11.8

I

1.2

i

100.0

~

Total

I
t

100.0

25

100.0

I

SS

TABLE 17
RBSPONSBS TO ITBM 37: "OUR 0JUN1'RY WILL BE A BBTI'BR
PLACE TO LlYn IN MmN NEGROES AOfIEYB EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES WInt WHITE PEOPLE IN AMBRICA. n

Strongly agree

Public School
Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Prlvate School

Per cent

Number Per cent

Per cent

33.0}63.1

5

20.0}0.0

<r.l}67.1

40.0

40.0

17.0

Agree

30.1

10

Uncertain

19.4

5

20.0

3

12.0}20.0

Disagree

r.r}13.5

Strongly disagree

5.8

2

8.0

6.5

No response

4.0

0

0.0

0.6

100.0

25

100.0

100.0

Total

8.B}15.3
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TABLE 18
RESPONSES TO ITlJf 40: "NEGRO MIGRATION TO 'l..AKB CI'IY t
SInJLD BE RESTRICTlID. tt

Strongly agree

Public School
Total

Pmlic School
R<Dan Catholics

Pri vate School

Per cent

NtlDber Per cent

Per cent

2

I'O}40.0

1M}21.6

Agree

7'J 25.2
17.5

8

32.0

17.0

Uncertain

15.5

4

16.0

16.5

Disagree

33.0}55.3

6

34.,}55.3

Strongly disagree

22.3

5

24.0}44.0

20.0

20.6

4.0

0

0.0

0.6

100.0

25

100.0

100.0

No response

Total

57

TABLE 19
RESPONSES TO I~ 28:
tlPBT1'ING IS ACCEPTABLE .Ar«H.; M'l FRIENDS. It

Public School
Total

Per cent
Strongly agree

lO.7} 3.4

Public School
Catholics

Private School

Number Per cent

Per cent

~an

2

"OJ 60.0

S'J

Agree

42.7

13

52.0

. 28.8
23.5

Uncertain

18 .. 4

3

12,0

19.4

Disagree

20.4}26.2

7

ZS'OJ 28.0

27.6}50.0

Strongly disagree
No response

Total

22.4

5.8

0

0.0

2.0

0

0.0

1.8

100.0

25

100.0

100.0
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TABLE 20

RESPONSES TO ITEM 24:
'msT GIIW; EXPECT TO BE KISSED ON mE PIRST DATE. fI

Strongly agree

Public School

Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Private School

Per cent

Htnber Per cent

Per cent

8.0)32.0

Ag-ree

8'J38.8
30.

6

24.0

9'j
. 31.7
Z2.

Uncertain

19.4

S

20.0

21.2

Disagree

33.0}39.8

40.0} 48.0

36.S}47.1

2

11

Strongly disagree

6.8

2

8.0

10.6

No response

2.0

0

0.0

0.0

100.0

2S

100.0

100.0

Total

59

TABLE 21
RBSP<JlSES 10 ITBM !9:
'\fARR1AGE IS GOlt«; our OP S"J.YLB. tf

Strongly agree
Agree

Public School
Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Private School

Par cent

Htlnber Per cent

Per cent

Z9}. 10.7
0

2

8o~} 16.0

ZOJ 11.7

7'-

2

8.0

9.

Uncertain

10.6

4

16.0

5.9

Disagree

26 oZ} 73.8

5

20 O} 68.0

Strongly disagree
No response

Total

47.6

12

4.8
99.9

0

26o~} 81.8

48.0

55.3

0

0.0

0.6

25

100.0

100.0
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TABLE 22
RBSPONSBS TO :rrJJf 32: tfA PERSON lH) IS UNABLE TO LIVB
HAPPILY wrnt HIS FIRST MARRIAGB PAR'lNBR SfI)tJLD
BE ALLOWED 1'0 RI:MARRY."

Public School
Total

Public School
Raun Catholics

hivate School

Per cent

Ntlllber Per cent

Per cent

1M}7.0

4

Agree

49.5

8

32.0

7.6

Uncertain

10.6

3

12.0

15.9

DisagTee

13.6)19.4

5

lO.O} 40.0

Stl'Ong1y agree

Strongly disagree
No

respollS8

Total

5.8

5

3.0
100.0

16.~} 48.0

2.4}10.0

3O.~} 73.S

20.0

43.S

0

0.0

0.6

2S

100.0

100.0
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TABLE 23
RESPONSBS TO ITEM 38: "STRBNG'l1i OF ARMS WILL EVEN'flJALLY
DE'I'ERMINE 'WOOSE VIEW OF LIfE IS CDRRECT: RUSSIA'S OR
nm UNITED STATES t • It

Strongly ·agree

Agree

Public: School
Total

R.aun Catholic:s

Per cent

N1.Dber Per cent

,.7}16.4

Public School

4

16.~} 28.0

Private Sdtool
Per cent

8.~}19.4

9.1

3

12.0

11.2

Uncertain

13.6

2

8.0

14.1

Disagree

27.2} 66.0

9

Strongly disagree
No response

Total

36.0} 64.0

28.~} 65.9

38.8

1

28.0

31.1

4.0

0

0.0

0.6

100.0

25

100.0

100.0
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well-known finn stand of the Catholic Church against divorce and remarriage
and the existence of a required course in marriage at Private School.

--

Item 38.

"Strength of atmS will eventually detennine whose view of

life is correct: Russia's or the Un1ted States' •u
similarity of response fran the two groups.

nus

i tell drew a great

The response was nearly identical

at each level of the Thurston scale t as shown by Table %3.
DATA CDNCERNIf(; EVAWAnON OF anmRS

Response to two statements of the questionnail'e (Items 23 and 3S) re ...
flected the students' views of politicians ; while responses to Items 29 and 33
reflecttid a more general estimate of othel'S.
Ita .........
23.

~

'~t

politicians would engage in underhanded practices to

gain some pTesent advantage .. "

ll!!.!!..

"Some people in political positions

work hard but most of tha aTe wasting their time and the taxpayer's dollar. 1t
A lower percentage (37.8 per cent) of the students studied at Public
School~ressed

disagt"eflRt8ftt with these two statements than at Prlvate School.

The responses of the Roman Catholics at N>lic School to both items were more
similar to the total Pti>lic School resJ81Se than to those of the Roman Catholics at Private School. See Tables 24 and 2S.

!!!! .!2..

"Success in life depends moTe on wh_ you know the what you

do. U The respondents inn both sdlools disagreed with this statement; the
difference in degree between their responses was not wry great. The Roman
Catholic minority at N>lic School did not differ appTeCiably £rca either
large group in response to this item of the q\.estionnaire, as seen in Table 26.

--

In response to Item 33 t however. ettA large mass of the people are not
=;:ble of detendning What is and what is not good for themselves. tt) fifty
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TABLE 24
RBSPONSBS 1'0 I'flf.1 23: ''M:)ST POLmCIANS DJLD ENGABB
IN UNDERHANDED PRACfICBS m GAIN SCME PRBSENTAfNANfAGE."

Public Sehool
Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Prlvate School

Per cent

Number Per cent

Per cent

J

a.o}.40.0

n.s}

StTOngly agree

15'

Agree

26.3

8

32.0

19.4

Uncertain

25.2

9

36.0

29.4

Disagree

22.3}31.0

3

12.0

8.1

3

12.0

2.0

0

0.0

1.8

100.0

25

100.0

100.0

StTOngly disagree
No response

Total

.

41.8

2

J

24.0

28.8}

8.8

:51.2

31.6
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TABLB 25
RESPONSES TO IT8M 35: "SCtvtB PEOPLE IN POLITICAL P8SITIOO WJRK HARD BUT MOST OP 111&1 ARE WASTING lHBIR
TIME AND nm TAXPAYER1S OOLLAR."

Stro."lgly agree

Public School
Total

Public School
Roman Catholics

Private School

Per cent

Number Per cent

Per cent

1.~.. 31.0

3

12.0}40.0

lO.~} 25.9

Agree

23.3

7

28.0

15.3

Uncertain

27.2

6

24.0

21.8

Disagree

32.~} 37.8

9

36.0} 36.0

37.6} 51.7

Strongly disagree

5.8

0

0.0

14.1

No response

4.0

0

0 .. 0

0.6

100.0

2S

100.0

100.0

Total

65

TABLE 26

RESPONSES 1'0 InN 29: uSt.JCC.BSS IN LIPB ImPENDS
MORE ON MDf YOU I<N<Jf

Strongly agTee

nJAN WHAT YOU 00.

Public School
Total

Public Schoil
Roman Catholics

Pri\rate School

Per cent

Ntaber Per cent

PP.r cent

•.g} 16.5

3

Agree

11.6

2

Uncertain

16.5

4

Disagree

46.6J65.0

Strongly disagree
No response

Total

It

11

12.0} 20.0

3.S}15.9

~.O

12.4

16.0

14.1

44.0} 64.0

40.0J 10.0

18.4

5

20.0

30.0

2.0

0

0.0

0 .. 0

100.0

2S

100.0

100.0
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r cent (50.0) of Private School students (8S students) expressed agreement
Ie 36.8 per cent (38 students) at Public School did so.

DATA CDNCBRNING LIPE CAREERS AND GOALS
The items pertaining to this area of the questionnaire are Items 14-17,

48 and 49.

Item 11 on the choice of intended college and Item SO on the single

reatest pel'5Oftal influence on the :respondent will also be discussed here in
connection with the other items.
The inclusion of this area of the questionnaire was pranpted by the

lated study of Crowley and Magee. 4 'lbe purposes for its inclusion were:
first, to eanpare the findings of this study with those of Crowley's; second,

compare the findings in this area with the value-attitude statements in an
ttempt to gain a JIlOre detailed picture of the respondents.
The Crowley..Magee study was conducted for the Amed Services

fOT

the

n purpose of detel'llining the goals which influence students of draft age.
It attempted this, not only by an analysis of the goals stated by the students

Itftjemselves, but also by ascertaining whether or not the respondents were aware
f the obstacles to be overcome in attaining their goals and the aids available

o them for this purpose--on the premise that these aids and obstacles, if te ..
gnized by the student p would have a definite effect on his attitudes and
sions.
The present study has included qoostions relating to these areas of the

rowley-rugee study to provide

SCBe

knowledge of how the respondents saw them-

elves. Should ovel'Whelming majorities of the respondents :reveal goals which

4Por a discussion of this s

" 3-5.
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are altruistic in nature or reflect a desire for self-realization, the hypothesis of response similarity in the schools would be supported.

It would

also seem proper to conclude that the aspect of fol'lllal religious education at
Private School could not be considered a differentiating factor.
Further, if the indicated goals of overwhelming majorities of students
were to reflect material gain, self-interest and self-aggrandizement it would
seem that the altruistic-centered religious education of Private School had
not achieved its purpose.
1here was the following difference in methodology between this study and
that of Crowley-Magee. 1he Crowley-Magee study provided the subjects with a
series of statements on a checklist. 1hese questions were classified according
to a small nllJi:>er of basic categories.

In the present study f these it. . of

the q18stionnaire were left as open-end questions J and the responses were then
classified according to the same basic categories of the C1'CII.fley-Magee study.
'11le end result of the two methods is the same.

'nle method of the present

study seems in some ways preferrable as it avoids suggesting answers to the
respondents •

--

Item 14 * Choice of career. 'I'be respondents were asked in the question-

naire to state their career preference and their reasons for it, in order that
the choice could be analyzed in terms of goals and mot! ves.
111e career preferences listed by the respondents are giwn in Table 21.
It will be obset"Nd from the listing and a ccuparlson with the Hollingshead
occupational scale that all but eight students (4.7 per cent) at Private School
and eight students (1.1 per cent) at Public School indicated occupational preference wi thin the first three categories of the Hollingshead occupational scale.
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TABLE 27
ACroAL

OCQJPATI~

OP FAnmRS AND CARBBI PRBPERBNCB OP snJDENTS

Oc:c:\Ipationa
Gove.,..t official
Physician, surgeon, doctor
College professor
Banker
Manager or other official
Priest, llinistor
Architect
Olemist
Dentist
Lawyer
Psychologist
Member, 'Board of Directors
BDgineer
Airline pilot
'ira owner
Accountant
Musician
Other ptofesslonal
Building contractor
'oreman
Mac:h1nist
Electrician
Bookkeeper
Insurance agent
Po1iCft8l1
carpenter
Mechanic
Machine operator
lamer
Clerk

Senice worker
Janitor
Labonr
No tesponse
Total

P\j)lic School
Fathers Students
Actual Preferred
0
2
0
0

29
1
3
2

3
4
0
0
9

0

0
8
4
2
8
2

1

1

0

3

5
1
1
3

2
1

3
11
2
2
1
2
1
1
0
0
2

15

0

8
2
0
2
1
24
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
0
0
1
0
0

Private 0_" 1
'athers Students
Actual Preferred
0

3

7
1
2

28

59

0
5

1
2
9
0
4
8
0
7

5
0
7

2
12
2
0
0

2
0
0

1
2
1
20
1
3

2
0

13
5
2
4
6
22
0
4
26
1
4
4
2
24
0
2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
4
0

1
0
2

0
11

0

1

0
1
12

103

103

170

110

1Isca1e arranged ill desalrlding order of social class-status GCCq)ations
as reported by the National Opinion Research Center. Cp. Anne Roe, The
!!lcho1!8l !! Oc~ations (New York: John Wiley • Sons t 1956), pp. ~.
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Table 27 compares the career preferences of the students with the actual
occupation of their fathers.

This canparison shows that the career preferences

indicated by the respondents at both schools were higher in social pl"8stige
rating than those of their fathers.

In partic.ular, three l"eSpondents at each

school wanted to be high ranking govemment officials, while none of their
fathers we1'8.

POUl'

times as any at Private School and twice as many at Public:

School wanted to be doctors as the fatheft' occupation chart listed.

Some..

what similar proportions were found in the responses indicating cheraist or
other scientist, lawyet:, engineer, or other professional or semi-professional

careers. Also, four (Raman Catholic)

ntSpOndents

at Private School expl'Hsed

a desire to become priests. On the other hand, a much lower proportion of the
Tespondents at both schools expressed preference for the lower status
tions of the fathers.

~..

Less than one-third as many at each school wanted to be

managers or other officials as indicated by their fatheft' occupations, and
the proportions of those who wanted to be foremen or clerks as compared with

the frequency of this response in the i tea on fathers' occupation was even
lower.

Theft did not

S8ft

to be a striking diffenmce in response 'between the

subjects at the two schools.
Item 11 was included in the

q~t1ormaire

to determine the respondents'

next five choices of career to 'be listed in order of preference for the purposes of further analysis. but the wording of the item prowe! ambiguous.

'ftte

choices were n\lll'bered from 1) to 5) with 1) labelled ''most preferredH and 5)

labelled "least PTeferred. tf The desaiption emS) seems to haw misled 1II8I1Y
of the respondents to put down oc:cupaticms which they would obviously detest
most, i.e., occupations which they would prefer least of all possible

10
oc~tions.

As a l'esult, the data yielded by Item 11 are problematical and

will not be included in this survey.
Item 14 also asked the respondents' reasons for the career pft!ference
indicated.

These ressons (an open-end item) were broken down for pl'Ognamdng

into the five categories of the Crowley-Magee study, namely, self-nalization,
material gains, altruism, self-aggrandizement, self-interest.

These categories

weft! characterized by the Crowley-Magee study as follClfS:
1.

Self-realization. The individual's attempts to gain sre
knowledge, to become IIIOre mature and to improve the quality
of his ideals.

2. Material gains. The individual's intentiOll of acquiring
material and monetary gains
<I

3. AltruiS1l. The individual's attempt or intention to recognize his natural social Obligations as a function of
his life.
4.

Self-aggrandizement. 'nle individual's desin for fame,
power, success and approval.

S.

Self-inteTest. 1he individual's desire to achieve certain
goals of persOllal interest ••• or to just meet the requirements necessary for the achieWlleJlt of nomal. goals. 5

The responses to this item of the questionnail'e were much like the
responses recei wd by Crowley and Magee in as much as in both studies the
goals reflecting self· interest far outn....red the altruistic goals in both
schools (see Table 28). Although in the Crowley and Magee study the altruistic
goals are more freq'lBlt at the more remote levels (ten year, twenty year, life) I
they did not outweigh or surpass the self-realization goals to any great degree ewn at the more remote year levels. 6

SCrowley and Magee, 3!.* ~i t. J p. 4.
6Ibid., p. 63.
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Item 15 inquired about possible obstacles to the choice of career inticated by the respondents.

The obstacles described (again an open.. end item)

were broken down for prograDJlling into the corresponding five categories of the
Crowley-Magee study, namely, personal failings, circunstantial (factual),
other people, material, circt.lBStantial (projective).

These categories were

characterized by the Crowley and Magee study as follows:

1.

Personal failings. The individual's recognition or
admission of intellectual, character, emotional and
motivational defects ..

2.

Circuastantial (factual). Factual circuastances which
really exist as obstacles to the individual '5 goals.

3.

Other people. Specific individuals or relationships with
other people which are impediments to the acquisi tim of
stated goals.

4..

Material. The individual t 5 concern for lack of money
and material possessions which will prevent the acquisi tim of stated goals.

5.

Ci rcunstantial (projectiveJ;. The projection of ont t s
own shortcanings to other people or circllDStances. 7

The hypothesis of the Crowley-Magee study relating to these obstacles
was: "The subjects have specific goals and see means to the goals but: a) are
not aware of the obstacles; b) classify the obstacles into very

leW··· categories it

They fomd, however, no adequate means of testing this hypothesis. employing
the final data, and therefore did not discuss it in their report.

The results

of this item of the questionnaire, however, seem to confirm to saae degTee the
Crowley-Magee hypothesis in that many students seeDed not to be aware of obstacles and those who were tended to classify the obstacles into only three

7Ibid., pp. 4.. 5.
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of the five c:ategories. See Table 29.
Item 16 inquired about possible aids to the fulfillment of the respon-

dent's chosen career.

The aids described (another open-end item) were broken

dOwn for prograDJdng into the cornesponding five categories of the CrowleyMagee study, namely, personal, cirQllStantial, people, material, goal seeking

and recognition.

TIlese categories were characterized by the Crowley-Magee

study as follows:
1.

Personal. The statement of intellectual, physic:al or
character attributes which the Ind!vi4ual :feels he
possesses.

2.

Circ\JftStantial. 'lbe statement ofaetual cil'CllllStanees
which the individual feels will be of assistance in
attaining his goals.

3.

People. The statettent of relations with, and knowledge
of, other people which will enable the attaimaent of
stated goals.

4. Material. 'lbe possession of, or access to, monetary
and material things which will assist the attainment
of goals.

S. Goal seeking and reeogni tion. Those activities and
cireunstances over which the individual has or had
control, which were consciously directed toward the
attainment of a recognized goal. The iud!vidual t 5
recognition of hard work and_present plans as related
to future rewards and goals. SIn add1 tim, another category besides those of ttno aids" and t'no response" was introduced.

It was the result of a distinction introduced into

Crowley and Magee's third category.

As the respondent's career choice was

expected to be greatly influenced by the father's occupation, so in this item
of the questionnaire the re5pcmse "father" was expected to be frequently given

IIbid •• p.

s.
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as an aid to goal fulfillment.

To test this theory J as well as to evaluate the

extent of influence of other people, especially teachers. upon the respondents,
a response "father seen as help" was introduced as a separate category, and
Crowley and Magee's third categol)' "people" was qualified by ftother than
father." The Tesponses to this item of the questionnaire are listed in
Table 30.
The apparent trends observed by the Crowley-Magee study when the per-

ceived aids of the high school subjects weTe tallied on six socia-economic
levels were:
1.

The higher socia-economic level groups depended more on ambition,

sodal and parental help J hard worle and study, a good education and the right
opportuni ties.
2.

The lower soeio-economic level groups depended relatively more on

their experience, a prior good record, prayer and God's help, Anned Forces
training, unselfishness and on hard work in earning their own way.9
The responses from students of generally above average socia-economic
background show that the largest proportion from Public School and the second
largest proportion from Private School failed to answer the question, and
theTefore preslD8bly were not very conscious of specific aids to the fulfillment of their chosen careers.

Of those who did respond to the question, the

largest proportion at both schools emphasized the aid of a particular person,
but the response "father" was much less frequent than expected (9.4 per cent

at Private School and 4.9 per cent at Ptblic School).

9 Ibid •• p. 67.

The response flteacher,"
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TABLE 28
RESP<!iSES TO 1'1»4 14:
REASONS GIVEN FOR CAREER PRE'FBRENCB

Public: School

Prlvate School

NUllber

Per cent

Ntaber

Per cent

1

1.0

3

1.8

13

12.6

16

9.4

Altruism

1

6.8

19

11.2

Self-aggrandizement

0

0.0

1

0.6

Self-interest

60

58.2

101

62.9

No response

22

21.4

24

14.1

103

lOO.O

110

100.0

Reasons

Self-realization
Material gains

Total

1S

TABLE 29
RESPONSES TO ITEM 15:
OBSTACLES TO OOICE OF CARBBR

Public School

Privato Sehool

Ntmber

Per cent

Nwber

Per cent

IS

14,5

37

21.8

4

3.9

3

1..8

1

1.0

5

2.9

Material

13

12.6

22

12.9

Circumstantial (projective)

11

10.7

15

8.8

No response

S9

57.3

88

51.8

103

100.0

170

100.0

(bstacles
Personal failings
Ci l'O.IIStantial (factual)
. Other people

Total

76

TABU; 30
RESPONSES TO ITJJ.i 16:

AIDS TO CAREER FULFILlMENT

Public School

Aids

Private Sehool

Nunber

Per cent

Numer

Per cent

12

11.6

14

8.2

Circumstarltial

3

2.9

5

3.0

Father seen as help

S

4.9

16

9.4

People other than father

8

1.8

14

8 .. 2

Material

12

11.6

7

4.1

Goal seeking and recogni don

23

22.3

59

34.7

No response

40

38.9

SS

32.4

103

100.0

170

100.0

Personal

Total
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expected to be frequent in light of a study by Philip E. Jacob, 10 appeared only
a very few times. Material aids €igured more praninently in the responses from
Public School than frca Private School ..
In connection with the dioice of career and obstacles and aids to its
fulfillment, an item was included on the respondentts choice of college (Item
11) • 1bis item was also expected to shed add! tiona! light on the respondent's
socio..economic background (lIUIHY 'name· colleges are relatively unavailable to
famili~

do not have at least upper middle class incomes).

'lbese responses were not particularly revealing II since a large proportiOJl
(Private School 38 or 22.4 per cent; Public School 41 or 39.8 per cent) in each
school were undecided in their choice of a higher institution of leaming, and
the responses of the rest did not fall into any significant pattem except at
Private School, where the lal'gest proportion (41.2 per cent) indicated a religious college as their choice. These responses seemingly indicate the influence of xeligious education upon the respondents, but do not seem to throw
any new light

OIl

the respondents I socio-econanc background.

The reason for

the varied response in this i tea and the large nUBber of undecided (Private

School 38 students and Pmllc School 41) seems to be the fact that the questionnaire was administered to fresh1len and sophClllOres as well as to juniors
and seniors.
I tells 48 and 49 inquired about the respondents' ila8d1ate and ultimate
goals in life through open-end questions.

The

S8118

general anas used in the

analysis of the career-choice motives were used, i.e., s.lf--realization.

10PJlilip E. Jacob, !Eo'

.s!!.
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material gains, altruism, self·aggrandizement, and self-interest.
It was most striking that in the responses to Items 48 and 49, the
aspect of happiness was virtually always included in the respondent's description of his life goals.

Sometimes the word "happiness ff itself was simply

scribbled in; sanetimes its concept was matundy developed.

Unfortunately.

the only way to appreciate properly the responses to these and ttle other openend items is to take each of the questionnaires and read them through individually.
ll!!~.

present time?

''What is the most iq>ortant thing in life for you at the
{Write as much as you wish.)" The responses to this question

were grouped into the fi we above-mentioned categories.

The responses of the

Roman Catholic minority at Public School reflected considerably more self-

interest and material gains than those of either large group.

.!!!!!.!!..

See Table 3l.

"What do you hope to get from life more than anything else?

(Write as much as you wish.)" The responses to this question were grouped
into the same five categories.

Table 32 indicates ttl at a larger proportion

of the respondents at Private School described goals which reflected self..
realization or altruism than at Public School where more described goals which
reflected self-interest and self-aggrandizement.

(nle distinction between

self-realization and self-interest is used in this categorization to differentiate between evident mature insight which is classified as self· realization ,
and a narrow concem for one's self, classified as self-interest.)
Sanewhat .,iguous ly, the responses of the Roman Catholic minority at
PU>lic School resemble those of the total group at Ptblic School in showing
li ttle motivation in the category of self-realization, yet they correspond more
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TABLE 31
R:BSPC.NSES TO ITEM 48: "WHAT IS 1HE mST IMPORTANT
mING IN LIFE roR YOU AT nm PRESENT TIME?"

Concern
for
othel'S

Self..

Private

PWlic
School
Total

Public
School
Catholics

School

Per cent

Per cent

Per cent

49.5

44.0

64.7

2.9

0.0

1.2

3.9

8.0

3.5

6.8

4.0

9.4

lSelf.. interest

20.4

32.0

8.3

No response

16.5

12.0

12.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

{Self-T8aliZ8tion
Altruism

rMaterial gains

concern < Self-aggrandizement

Total
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TABLE 32
RESP<l'JSES

Concern
for
others

Se1fconcem

ro

ITEM 49: !!l'lHAT 00 YOU HOPE TO GET FRG'l
LIFE IDRE 1'HAN ANYTHING ELSE?"

Ptl>lic
School
Total

Public
School
catholics

Private

Per cent

Per cent

Per cent

6.8

4.0

32.9

9.7

16.0

15.9

7.'

16.0

6.S

Self-aggrandizement

16.5

24.0

8.2

Se1f-intel'Ut

31.1

20.0

19.4

No response

28.1

20.0

17.1

100.0

100.0

10(1.0

{Self-Tealization
Altruism

rMaterial gains

Total

School
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closely to those of their fellow Roman Catholics at Private School in the opposite categories of self-interest and altruism, and sUTpass both ,:roups in reflecting material gains and self-aggrandizement.
In the analysis and categorization of the responses to Item 49 t particular attention was paid to any specifically "spiritual tone" to the responses.
Although this classification too involwd a smjectiw DOrm, an effort to ob-

jectify the item was made by requiring that God or Heaven be specifically mentioned by the respondent.

Thirty-six (36) respondents at Private School re-

flected this Hspiritual tone" as compared with six (6) at Public School.

Of

the.. six at Pd>lic School, two were Roman Catholic students, four nonCatholics.
SI.MtfARY

In this chapter. the responses of the students at Private School and at
Public School to the value-statements of the questionnaire and to the other
it. . of the questionnaire which suggest an understanding of possible motiws
underlying these and other responses were compared and analyzed.

In the next

and final chapter conclusions will be drawn frail these findings and those of
Olapter Three.

CHAPTER V
ST.MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we will sunmarh:e this research effort, draw conclusions
with reference to the basic hypothesis and outline suggestions for further re.-

search.

Remotely, the phenomenon of pu,lic and private school education in,.
fluenced the undertaking of this study.

Whether or not there is any real

difference among the students at pmlic and private schools became a buic:
question.

As the . . . of research was refined, two schools in the same ge0-

graphic area were selected for study and the area of investigation was limited
to certain specific values.
In the foregoing chapters literature related to the study bas been reviewed, the questionnaire considered, the hypothesis stated and the data reported.

What conclusions can be drawn from this data with respect to the

hypothesisT

In brief: nere is a similarity of response on selected attitude
questions 8D)JlJ the students at Public School and
Prlvate School.
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In expanded form:

Whether social class be simi lar or not, and whether
or not religious education is a factor differentia..
ting the two groups. Public School students and
P1'1vate School students will TeSpond similarly to
statements reflecting values and attitudes as included in the ques tionnai re.
SOCIAL CLASS

It can be said that the two groups studied were similar in socioeconomic background. As reported in Chapter 'nlTee.

0.1'

eighty percent of

the students in each school were identified with one of the fint thl'ee social
classes accordUg to the Hollingshead '!Wo Factor Index. 11lese findings justify

the conclusion of social class similar! ty between the I'\j)lie School and Prlvate
School students.
RELIGIOUS

IIDUCATlot~

The fotmal Teligious education at Private School as distinct froot Public
School is a fact.

That this constitutes a major factor of dissimilarity is

justified in the light of the analysis made of family backgl'Ol.1ld. the goals.
ideej.s and curricula of the two schools, the physical aspects of the buildings
and of the social-class swlarity .ntioned above.

It is not true that this is the only .jor factor of dissimilarity
between the two schools.

Co-education at Public School is certainly a diffenm

tiating factor; so is the factor of a lIlixed faculty of laymen and women at
Plmlic School and male religious insttuCto'tS at Private School.
It is not iDIIediately evident that these factors of faculty and

c0-

education would affect the responses to the itenB of the questionnaire; whete..
as, one might expect formal religious instruction to have a definite effect on.
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certain moral,civic and social attitudes as queried in this study and responded to by the students.

With the considen.tion .of the two facts of social class and religious
education an annotated form of the hypotbesiscould read:
lbether social class be similar (Which it is) or not and
whether or not religious education is a faetor differentiating
the two groups (which it is) J Pmlic School students and Prlftte School students will respond similarly to statements l'8"
fleeting values and attitudes as included in the questionnai:re.

cr.»nuSION WITH R!SPECI'

ro HYP011fBSIS

Did Public School students and Private School students respond similarly
to the statements of the questimnaire 1'8f1ecting certain values and attitudes?
fbis can be stated in general: 1b.e data as reported abova indicate a definite
similarity of 1'8sponse pattern in the two schools for civic, social ad moral
atti tudes and the evaluation of others.
With 1'8spect to the following it. . , however, the students at the two

schools took contradictory positions:

--

Newspapers and magazines should be allowed to print anything

--

Most politicians would engage in underhanded practices to

Item 21:

they want except military secrets.
Item 23:

gain

S(1Il8

p1'8sent advantage.

(Table 10)

(Table 24)

!!!!..!!:

Petting is acceptable 8IIOJ1I my friends.

--

A person who is unable to live happily with his first marriage

Item 32:

partner should be allowed to nrmany.

(Table 19)

(Table 22)

In each of these cues a large percentage of students at Public School
expressed agreement with the propos! ticm and _ abaost equal percentage at
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Private School disa.g1'f)ed. These four items contradict the hypothesis of

similarl ty of response.
Even so. with this fact and the limi taticms of this thesis taken into

account, the hypothesis that '''Ibere is a similan ty of response on selected
attitude questions among the students at Public School and Private School"

can be accepted.
RBLATED mnusIONS
With respect to the four italS (Zl, 23, Z8 and 32) on which the two

groups disagreed, the Roman Catholic minol'ity at Public School .....red in

accord with the _tal suple frca Nllic School. '1be conclusion that this is
due to the factor of formal relipous education (especially with l'Bspect to

the morality of sex and marriage) is a tempting but too tentatiw conclusion

to be drawn fraa the data of this study.
With 'f8speet to choice of career, it has already been noted that at

both schools the oecupatianal preference of the student was dissimilar to that
of the father's actual occupation and UI'lnalistica11y high in social pftstige.
Both

gl"OUpS

of students indicated motiws of self-interest in this choice (a

finding similar to that of Crowley and Magee).

In responding to Items 48 and 49 concerning the umt iq)ortant things
in life. the students at Private School gaw evidence of a greater c:cmeem for
others than did the students at Public School (see Tables 31 and 32). '!bat
this is due to the factor of foJ'lDal ftligious instruction is again a tempting
but ratheT tentative conclusion.
Equally tentative is the conclusion that the responses to this study

have been more representatiw of soc:1o-ec:onClldc background than of anything
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else.

Further research would have to be done to establish such a conclusion.

PlJRnmR RESEAROI
Besides amplification of the present survey, other areas of related
research suggest themselves.

Saae of these would parallel studies already re-

ported in Chapter I of this survey; others might be modifications of certain
aspects of the survey itself.
1)

For example, it may be legitimate to suggest that goal attainment

can be judged only at the completion of the course.

In this case, a1umrl. of

the two swject schools might be the objects of a similar study.

It would be

interesting to note the outcome of such a study in relation to the stated
goals of the two schools and in coq>arison with the results of the present
study.
2)

Related to this aspect of goal attai.nnent, it seems that specific

studies might be designed to ascertain whether or not schools are in fact
achieving their goals.

Such studies done by Roman Catholics in their own

schools with specific reference to the area of religious education would indeed be' interesting.
3)

Further, a repetition of the same study within the same schools

might also prove interesting.

For example, the not uncommon practice of re-

peating this study at different time intervals in the same location sometimes
presents different results.

One such. projected area of difference with regard

to the present study might occur in response to the items on race.
4)

Again, the same study might be conducted on a wider scale, that is,

to include all levels of socio-economic life, public schools and private
schools, co-educational schools and non-eo-educational schools.
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In the present study, t."'e respOJ'Ll)es haw at times heen gratifying, at
times less so, and often representative of a basic confusion.

Such .confusion

may be indicative of a type whidl underUes much of today t S adolescent be-

havior.

It seems to be the job of high school insttuctors and addnistrators

to channel and shape this confusion into meaningful and significant standal'Cls
of moral and ethical excellence.

APPENDIX I
PURPOSB OF PRIVATE

SQIX)L1

The faculty strives to aid the student so that he may de\1elop
himself intellectually, morally. and physic:al1y.

To this end, each student is encouraged during his four years
at (Private School) to acquire:
An appt'8datlon of his personal dip!ty and his obligations to
God. his fellow len. and himself;
An understanding of the basic prl.nd.ples of languap, science.
and religion t and of his historic:al and eu1 tural hentap ;
A thirst for truth, and. a 'ntspect for this tTUth, whetbeT it
be found in literature, mathematics, histol'y. science, philo-

sophy, or 1"81igion;

An ability to reason, to use his acquired knowledge to mach
s~d conclusions;
Skill in COBRUrdcating his ide. to others through writing "
and speaking;
The tools of leadership; ini.tiatlw, imagination, perseverance,

inWgrity t forthrightness yet tact, and a CXJAIId tment to his
Olri.tian heritage.

lBulletin

!! Information.

Private School, 1962-63.
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APPENDIX II
IDEALS OF PUBLIC SCfOOLl
We Believe----

That all young people need certain basic training whether they
plan to attend college II attend business schools, or go from high
school into a vocation.
That all need careful counseling throughout high school and that
the secondary school must provide a thorough guidance program.
That all need assistance in college and job placement by their
high school.
1hat 81gb school graduates must be followed up to assess their
progr8IDS.
That high school students will benefit from work experience
supervised by the high school.
1hat emotional and personality prrolems of students must be a
vi tal concern of the high school.
1hat students must be given a chance to learn independence and
to take responsibility.
That schools should foster the goal of growth, development, and
improvement of students--not perfection.
That all youth needs, as outlined in "The Imperative Needs of
Youth" by the Educational Policies Commission of the NHA---To develop saleable skills and those understandings and
atti tudes that make the worker an intelligent and productive participant in economic life. To this end, most youth
needs s~rvised work experience as well as education in
the skills and knowledge of their occupations.

lStudent Handbook, Public School, 1961.
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To develop and maintain good health and physical fitness.
To tmderstand the rights and duties of the citizen of a
democratic society, and to be diligent and canpetent in the
performance of their obligations as members of the community and citizens of the state and nation.
To tmderstand the significance of the family for the indi vidual and society and the conditions conducive to
successful family life.
To know how to purchase and use goods and services intelligently, understanding both the values received by
the consuner and the economic consequences of their acts.
To tmderstand the methods of science, the influence of
science on human life, and the main scientific facts
concerning the nature of the world and of man.
To develop their capacities to appreciate beauty in
literature, art, music, and nature.
To be able to use their leisute time well and to budget
it wisely, balancing activities that yield satisfaction
to the individual with those that are socially useful.
To develop respect for other persons, to gTOW in their
insight into ethical values and principles, and to live
and work cooperatively with others.
To grow in their ability to think rationally, to extheir .thoughts clearly , and to Tead and listen with
understanding.

PTeSS

That schools are the Itfrontiers of democracy" and must be
outstanding in their offerings. their personnel, and their
ability to serve their student citizens. To do this well
will requb'e cormmmity support through an enthusiastic, informed ptblic.

APPbWIX III

UNIVERSI'IY STUDIES
Social Research Division

To the Student:
Your school has been selected by University Studies
fora r.eseaTChproject which will involve the infomation
of the following questionnaire.
This questionnaire is not a test. The results will
not count as a grade in any subject you are taking in
school.
The information is completely anonymous; you are asked
not to write your name on any of the pages. Please answer
or cheek the questions IS honestly arul frankly as you can.
It is our hope that the result of this and similar
studies will assist educators throughout the country in
giving students your age a more effective education.
~ank you sincerely.

COIFIIlittee for Un!verst ty Studies
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Directions: In the following section please giwthe infomation
ntq'Wtstec:l by either filling in the blanks or checking
the correct response.

-

1. Age at last birthday _ _ _ __
2. Religion (if any) _ _ __
3. Place of residence

----~~I~q-.7~t~~)~---------.(-st~a~~~'----

How long have you lived in this ci ty1

....--.-~....."..-..........___.-..-...~~

(nii"itbir 01 years or montfls)

State place of last previous residence (if any)
teity7iown)

Cniiibir

(state)

or years or montJ1i)

4. Please list below the n. . (.) of the graJIIIar school (s) you have
attended and the d.ty and state in which it is located.
school
<:ity
state

s~

Please check your !!!! c!!pleted
year of schooling:

1) 8th grade _ _
2) 9th grade _ _
3) lOth grade
4) 11th grade - 6. Father's education (cirele the nurtaer in each group which
snows how many years of schooling your 'ather completed.)
I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8
Years of gr8l!lYr school:
Years 6f high school:
1 2 3 4
Years of college:
I Z 3 4
Postgraduate studies years: I 2 3 4 S 6
7. Mother's education (cirele the n"r in each group which
shows fi(i; many years of schooling your Mother completed.)
I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8
Years of grammar school:
Years of high school:
I 2 3 4
Years of college:
I 2 3 4
Postgraduate studies years: 1 2 3 4 S 6
8. 'ather: living
Mother: living

dead. _ _
dead. _ _
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9. Wi th whom do you 11 veT father only

mother only - -

--

10. How many older brothers have youT
How many older sisters have you?

--

both patents
foster parents
or guardian
younger? _ _
younger? _ _

--

--

11. Do you plan to attend college? Yes _ _ No
If Iyes' please state name of eollege: _ _ _ _ _~..___-__
oc~tion:.

Please state specific nature of father's
C!Wn shop, employs two
other men, does manual work in the shop. (or) President of
$1'Il8.11 eompa:ny with two locations. employingabout 100 men in
each location .. good business - father holds OWl' fifty per
cent of the stock ••• etc.

12. Pather's

WOrK .. lor example: Shoemaker, has his

If father is engaged in second business or occupation, please
state as above.

13. Mother's

~ation:

Please be specific .. for ex8q)le: housewife,

aces iome ~iWO'i'lC but has euployed help twice a week to do

cleaning and wuhing.. ~ Telephone operator for Bell Telephone
Co. .. works 40 bout'S a wee •

14. What career would you like to follow? (Be.: ~ific. For example:
Floor manager of Loop department stOft (!.!.J Brleklayer beloasing
to union.)

Please state briefly your
to another.

t'eUCIlS

for preferring this career
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15. Do you see any ohstacles which might hinder you from fulfilling
your choice of career? (please explain briefly)

16. Do you see any aids that will help you fulfill your desire of
career? (please explain briefly)

17. l\bat would be your next five choices of career if you were not
able to fulfill the fint? (please list in order of prefenmce)
most pteferred 1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2) _____________________________

~----------------------------

4) ____________________________

least preferred S) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
18. CiTele the nWlber whIch shows lIIOSt closely how often you haw
attended religious semces in the past m.onth.

o

1 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 20 25

19. PIople speak of social classes in America.. Would you consider
your family to be in the:
Top half of the Upper Class
Lower half of the Upper Class
Top half of the Middle Class
Lower half of the Middle Class
Top half of the Lower Class
-Lower half of the Lower Class

20. Do you work for pay? Yes
No -:0-0:-If 'yes' please state type of work and the nUftber of hours
per week you work:

Directions: In the following section
you will be given sewral statements.
You are asked to check the blank which
Tepl'esen'tS how you personally feel about
the fact.
¥rrle: Roses are beautiful ..
like roses but am not wild about them
I would check:
If I had never seen a rose I would check:
If Ithougbt they were',about the ugliest
things around, I would check:

's:::" e
~
f

q)

...,~
!Xl

QS

....QSs:::
...,
q)
q)

J.t

~

()

QS

CD

§

,2. Marriage courses in high school

ate hIportant for our society.
23. Most politid.8JlS would engage in

undemanded practices to
J;GII8penonal advantage.

gdn

24. Most girls expect to be ldssed
on the first date.
2S.. Crl:ad.nals and feeble-minded should
be prevented from having children..

26.. Labor unions aTe. helpful .and
worthwhile orpnilatiMS.

27.. Law5. were made to be b1'Oken.
28. Petting is acceptable among
JI'f friends ..

29.. Success in life depends more on
iihom you know than what you do ..
30. 1be gO'Vltl'l1lll8Jlt should prohibit
people from making speeches.

SOJll8

31. Voting age in the United States
should be lowered to age eighteen.

....
CO

~

~S

i~
o QS
..., ....II
~

CO'"

X
X

II>

J.t

~

()

C)

a:cept mili tal')" seaets ..

~
as

'"

)(

~...,
21. Newspapers and magazines should be
al1tJWed to print anything they want

q)
q)

CD

§

C)

",C)

II>

~~
o as

~

QS

co
'tJ

....

co
«t'tJ
~

...,~

~

r-f

til)

s:: «I

o

(I)

be,
.. as

.,

G)

~

aJ

£ias
.p

J.t

Q)

0

§

9~
4>
«I

t1,
asIII

or1
'0

11-:04>
r-f«l

tII)~

g as
~.

32. A person wbo is mabIe to live happily with his first marriage partner
shoUld be allQled to remarry.

33. A large mass of the people are not
capable of determining what is and
what is not good for'theJnsel'Ves.
34. I.gntim of foreigners to this
country should be greatly restricted.
3S. Some people in poli tical positions
worle hard but most of them aft wast ..
ing their time 8ft(1 the taxpayer's
dollar.
56. The conmunist be lie & should be

presented in our schools as a
subject or course so we would be
better able to understand them.
37. Our country. will be a hetterplace
to live in. when Negroes achi.w
equal opportwi ties with white
people in America.

38. Stnmgth of arms will eventually
determine whose view of life is
c:ol"l'eCt: Russia's or the United
States' ..

39. Marriage is going out of style.
40. Negro migration to (i,ake C1ty)
should be restricted.

Directions: In this section please answer by checking or filling in
the answer to the best of your ability.
41. We will pl"Obably be at war:
1) within the next fift years
Z) within the next ten years
3) within the next fifteen years
4) never again in the future

tI.)

.pori
IQ'O
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42. I consider my religion (if any)
1) a sodal advantage to mysilf
2) a social disadvmta.ge to myself
3) nei.ther a soci.al advantage nor
disadvantaae to myself

~

4S. Most teenagers I knrn'l drl.rck alcoholic beverages
1) never
once a week
2) once a month
5) twice a week
3) twice a month
6) three or four d.-s a week

42

.',

--

44. In my adult life I plan to drink alcoholic beverages:
1) never

2) once a lIDlth
3) twice a month

4)

once a week

S) twiee a week

6) three or four times a wek _ _
1) daily

4S. Our present Congress is ruled by
1) a Republican majority
2) a Democratic majority - 3) am not sure

46. The pTesent SecTetary of State in the federal govemment
is
----------~-,~--)~---------------

41. What relatim is the Secretary of Defense to the President'
1) father
2) brother-in-law
3) CO\JIin _ _
4) brother
5) no relation

48.

What is the most important thing in life for you at the present
time? (Write as JIIllCh as you wish.)

49. What do you hope to get from life more than anything elset
~rite &1 much as, you wish.)

so.

If
in
of
to

you were to $ingleout one penon as beingtbe greatest influence
your life so far. who would it be? (please do not give the lUIIIIIJ
the penon but describe him (her) and state relationship (if my)
yourself, e.g., father, teacher, historical fiJU1'8, etc.

tim
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